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Olympic Festival Highlights
Dan Obremski, one of the world's most fit men and ranked among the top 10 Pro players, never walks onto the court without his LEADER hingeless eyeguard.

Clear hypo-allergenic no-se piece doesn't interfere with vision.

Heather Stupp, current World Racquetball Champion, claims her success is partly due to LEADER's unique Permavue® anti-fog technology.

Face it: Eyeguard with hinges might withstand a 120 mph blow... without a nose guard, your face won't!
NOTICE
The Publisher regrets the lateness of this month’s magazine, due to circumstances beyond our control. We thank all our readers for their patience and assure them we appreciate their support. We will continue to bring you the best of racquetball.
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Speaking Out

Lynn Adams — the facts as I see them.

by Jim Carson, Lynn Adams' coach

In the May, 1989 issue of National Racquetball, Norm Blum wrote "I think Caryn McKinney is ranked No. 1 because Lynn Adams is unable to play at full strength. At 100% Lynn is on a different level from the rest of the field."

A July/August letter to the editor accused Norm of belittling Caryn because Lynn is his favorite player and also being "entirely ignorant and lacking in any factual backing". I would like to take this opportunity to supply a few facts which will shed some light on Lynn's career these last few years.

In December 1987, Lynn lost in the semifinals of a pro stop in California. Unknown to her opponents she had lost the feeling in her hands and feet during the tournament. She skipped in drive serves and actually swung and missed a few balls during the event. A doctor diagnosed it as lead poisoning and told her it would work its way through her system in a few weeks. To make a long story short, it didn't, and Lynn went to specialists for months before finding out that the mylan sheath in her spine had deteriorated and her condition would be permanent. Since then Lynn has not been able to condition and has had to limit her racquetball playing.

In early 1988 she went to a pro stop in Pennsylvania to watch and to decide if she wanted to take the risk of continuing her career. She made the decision to go for it, returning home to reconstruct her game and her mental approach to winning. She won the 1987-88 National title. It was one of Lynn's most amazing accomplishments.

During the summer of 1988 she contemplated retirement but decided to play for one more year. She won the first stop of the season then lost three straight and with them her #1 ranking. Lynn was #1 and National Champion in 1982, 1983, 1985, 1986, 1987 and 1988. To retain the top ranking she had to win the last three stops of the season. She won two then lost to Caryn in the finals of the Nationals. Caryn is #1 and National Champion for the 1988-89 season. Lynn and Caryn met in all seven finals this season and Caryn came out on top 4-3.

Lynn has shown she is at the top of women's professional racquetball in spite of the physical limitations she has had to cope with. In my opinion she is both physically and mentally the toughest player on the tour. Lynn has never used her ailments as an excuse and would never write a letter explaining what she has gone through. I have taken it upon myself as her close friend and coach to respond for her.

Please be aware that Caryn McKinney and I are friends and that I admire her very much as a player and a person. She has continued to improve and become tougher. She stuck with it through some hard years at #2. Most players would have rolled over and given up, but that's not Caryn McKinney. Lynn and Caryn are also very good friends. They support each other in their careers, except when they meet in the finals of a tournament. Then the battle lines are drawn.

Lynn has decided to compete in the 1989-90 season in an attempt to regain her #1 ranking. She still isn't able to condition or play too much, but I wouldn't bet against her!!!

Editor's Note: Opinions expressed in "Speaking Out" are not necessarily those of National Racquetball Magazine. On this page we provide an opportunity for readers to express opinions and ideas related to the sport of racquetball. Send submissions to: Speaking Out, c/o Editor, P.O. Box 6126, Clearwater, FL 34618-6126.
You Can Win $100,000!

Whether you’re a “C” player or an Open player, you can win $100,000. More than 125 players will win prize money in the richest, most prestigious racquetball tournament ever held. The total purse will exceed $200,000. The unique handicapping system gives players of all ability levels an equal chance to win the $100,000 top prize.

Contact your local club for more information or call or write National Handicap Racquetball Championship, 489 Washington St., Auburn, MA 01501.
1-800-222-0535
Brian Hawkes should be a household name in the racquetball community. He has youth, good looks, California cool and a win-loss record on outdoor courts that will probably never be matched.

But there are no Brian Hawkes' posters at your racquetball club and chances are — unless you’re a die-hard — you’ve never heard of him. Endorsements? Sure he’s sponsored by Marty Hogan Racquetball, but that’s nothing more than some equipment, clothing and perhaps some expense money. Glory? He’s won as many national titles as Mike Yellen and Marty Hogan, but in the outdoor racquetball world publicity is a rarity.

Not impressed? Try this. He’s won 98 of 100 outdoor matches in nine years on the outdoor circuit including eight outdoor championships. Hey, Pete Rose, that’s a sure bet.

Don’t expect a sour grapes story about an athlete who yearns for recognition never received. Underpaid? Unless trophies become popular items among collectors, he’s barely earned enough to purchase racquets.

Hawkes, who is now a top indoor player, can trace his roots to the outdoor version and is still king of the courts. His transition to indoor racquetball has gone quite well. He and fellow Californian Bill Sell won the U.S. National Doubles Championships in Baltimore last year and both are members of the U.S. National Team.

He’s been ranked as high as No. 11 on the pro tour and is considered one of the hardest hitters in the game today. A Hawkes win over one of the big boys is not considered an upset.

A graduate of Cal State-Fullerton with a bachelor’s degree in math, Hawkes, 26, is a teaching pro at the Sequoia Athletic Club and Racquetball World. He’ll concentrate on the indoor circuit this year and hopes to crack the top four.

National Racquetball Magazine conducted a question and answer session with Hawkes.

**NR:** Why outdoor racquetball, and how long did you play before trying the indoor version?

**Hawkes:** I started playing right out of junior high school. A friend of mine who
IF YOU THINK BEING THE BEST AT RACQUETBALL IS IMPORTANT, YOU SHOULD PUT YOURSELF IN OUR SHOES.

No one has been more committed to raising the level of your game than Ektelon. With high-performance equipment designed to move you up the ladder. And now with our new line of racquetball shoes, you can step onto the court with even greater confidence.

Ektelon shoes provide the performance features needed to get the most out of your game. Superior traction for explosive directional changes. Added stability to aggressively set up your shots. And maximum cushioning for increased endurance.

So if you really want to be racquetball’s best, step into shoes made by the company that has spent two decades earning that reputation.

For the Ektelon dealer nearest you, call 1-800-553-5643.
Brian Hawkes (continued from page 4)

took a summer school class showed me how to play. I played outdoors for six years before playing indoors. There was a club nearby and though it had been around for years I hadn't been exposed to it. Besides, I just liked playing outdoors.

**NR:** Were there outdoor tournaments and enough competition?

**Hawkes:** There were four to six a year. The first tournament I entered was a doubles event. I was fifteen and I lost in the first round. Then I started playing all the time—everyday for about six months. When I was 16 I took a year off. I was in school, had a girlfriend and didn't have the desire to play. But I came back, started practicing again and entered my first singles tournament. I played As and Bs and won both divisions.

**NR:** Is outdoor racquetball like basketball where guys just show up and teams challenge one another? Is there such a thing as a court reservation?

**Hawkes:** There are no reservations. Outdoor racquetball is pretty relaxed. You just challenge people. There were a lot of people who played every day after 2 p.m. It wasn't tough getting a game.

**NR:** When did you enter the nationals?

**Hawkes:** In 1980 I lost in the open and won the juniors. 1981 was the first year that I won. I then won in 1982, '83, '84, lost in '85 to Mike Bohn, won in '86, '87, '88 and '89.

**NR:** When did you first play indoors and what kind of transition did you have to make?

**Hawkes:** I started playing indoors when I was 18. It took me a while to make the transition. I felt more in control outdoors. It's a different game.

**NR:** Explain the difference.

**Hawkes:** Outdoor racquetball is more aggressive. You have to hit the ball right away. As soon as you see it you have to hit it. You can't wait till it comes off the backwall. The power game is the only game you have.

**NR:** You've obviously dominated outdoor racquetball, yet few people know who you are. Does that bother you?

**Hawkes:** I've never felt slighted since there aren't that many players. People who play outdoors know who everyone is. People across the country don't play outdoors so they're not up on it. The recognition goes hand in hand with how many people play. It would be nice to be recognized around the nation. But it's nothing I lose sleep over. We played for years for trophies. Only in the last two years have they awarded $650 for first place. I'd play in the Outdoor Nationals even if there wasn't prize money. That's how everyone feels. No one plays for the money. It's just a lot of fun.

**NR:** How many top open players are there outdoors?

**Hawkes:** There are four or five good outdoor players who win on a regular basis and some indoor pros who do well.

**NR:** Have you won easily each year?

**Hawkes:** Pretty much. The toughest championship was in 1986 when we played three out of five games scoring on every rally. I lost the first two games and was down match point but won. The first year I won, I had to go five rounds and each person I played had won a national title. At least one of the games in each match went 21-20.

**NR:** How would an indoor player like Hogan do?

**Hawkes:** Marty has won it at least once. The first time I lost was to a guy who had beaten Marty. Davey Bledsoe was a good outdoor player and Charlie Brumfield won it a couple of times.

**NR:** From a grass roots point of view, would the sport grow indoors or outdoors?

**Hawkes:** Sure. But the question is how do you get people to try it. Colleges have quite a few courts. But the sport hasn't grown that much. It's basically the same players the last four or five years. Maybe companies need to offer prizes and money to lure new people to the sport. Maybe the A.A.R.A. can have a ranking system like they do in indoor racquetball. That would create excitement.

**NR:** Can a person play both outdoor and indoor racquetball?

**Hawkes:** It's easier for an indoor player to go outdoors than vice-versa. In indoor racquetball you develop better strokes because you are forced to wait for the ball. You have more time to set up a shot. Outdoors you can get away with using your forehand a lot more. Also outdoors you can hit an effective shot five or six feet high. While it might be easier to make the transition, outdoor players can usually beat indoor players outdoors. When that happens, the indoor player usually doesn't come back because of ego.

**NR:** Should indoor facilities feel threatened that outdoor racquetball will take away their business?

**Hawkes:** No, I don't think so. Indoor facilities have a lot more amenities. Outdoor people just go out and play.

**NR:** What about the manufacturers' role? Should they get involved in outdoor racquetball?

**Hawkes:** It would help them. Ektelon sponsored the outdoor nationals and got good publicity. It's hard to say what they could really do. One positive thing about outdoor racquetball is that it's easier to televised. It looks better. You can get better angles on the court because there's no glass wall in the way. There's more color because of natural lighting. If outdoor racquetball acquired a few sponsors like volleyball it would be more popular and get recognition. Who knows what could happen?

**NR:** You're going to play on the pro tour this season?

**Hawkes:** Definitely. I was once number eleven, but I went back to school and my ranking dropped.

**NR:** How would you compare yourself as an indoor vs. an outdoor player?

**Hawkes:** I'm a lot better outdoor player because of what I've won. There's a lot more competition indoors. I'd like to make the top four and I'm capable of beating anyone.
Profile

Jackie Paraiso

Age: 22  
Home: El Cajon, California  
Years playing: 7; years pro: 3  
(current W.P.R.A. ranking top 10)  
Club/school affiliation: Grossmont Junior College  
Occupation: Pre-school teacher

Jackie's racquetball career began as a family fun activity. She participated with her parents, brothers and sisters. Her best competition came from her mother until mom was no longer a match for her improving game. At this point she paired up with twin sister, Joy, (now the mother of a baby girl, Brittany Mae). Joy was Jackie's competition, motivation, partner, traveling companion and "other self" until her marriage. Jackie says, "It was hard to travel to tournaments without her last year. But, I'm ready to make a move on the tour on my own this season." She confesses that her favorite partner of all time will always be her sister. Watching them play was like seeing double. They're identical twins and their looks, playing styles and court demeanor were very much alike. Spectators usually needed identifying names on the back of shirts to tell them apart during play.

What sets Jackie apart from many other players is her ability to concentrate in even the most tense situations. Physically, she is in great condition with outstanding retrieving ability and agility. In singles, she is strong, smart and capable. In doubles, her play is fantastic. Ask any of her partners. Each of them has something great to say about her. She seems able to find the weakness of the opposing team, then work with her partner to exploit it. Joy, Marci Drexler, Robin Whitmire and Peggy Ludwig have won major doubles events with Jackie. They all admit she can adjust to any situation, game plan, or positioning, giving them the motivation and confidence to play their best.

Training/practice schedule: Jackie is a dedicated athlete, working hard both on and off the court. She trains with weights three or four days a week at 6:00 a.m. before going to work. She plays and drills at least five days a week and also spends several hours each day in church group activities.

Best attributes: Jackie claims her concentration and calm, positive mental attitude are her best attributes as a player. She says these attributes "...derive from deep religious beliefs which give balance and meaning to my whole life." As far as any weakness in her game, Jackie states: "Confidence sometimes leaves me, but a few professional wins will probably change that."

Advice to new players: "I never give up, no matter how frustrated I get. Keep persevering because it always gets better."
Profile

Mike Bronfeld

Age: 22
Home: Carmel Valley, California
Years playing: 9
Club/school affiliation: California State University, Sacramento
Occupation: Student

Mike is a senior majoring in marketing at Sacramento. He no longer plays with the team because his collegiate eligibility has expired but he's still a member of the A.A.R.A. National Team in which capacity he won a silver medal at the Olympic Festival. Participation in the Festival was a definite "high" in Mike's career. He says, "Living in the Olympic Village at Oklahoma University with world class athletes for a week gave a real boost to my game; the Olympic movement brings out the best in all the athletes." Mike's long term goal is to stay on the team as long as possible and hopefully someday participate in the Olympics. For the time being he just wants to make it to the Racquetball World Championships next year in Caracas, Venezuela, a locale he has always wanted to see.

Regarding professional racquetball, Mike will take it a step at a time. He plans to participate in those stops close to his home area, but will devote most of his time to academic pursuits during this, his last year of school.

Training/practice schedule: When practicing for tournaments Mike plays daily, but his practice and play schedule has been sporadic this season, due again to academic demands and because he no longer plays with the Sacramento team. Generally his training schedule includes lots of hard work for three to four weeks before a tournament. He runs throughout the year for additional conditioning but has never been an advocate of weight training.

Best attributes: Mike contends quickness of hands and feet are his best assets in racquetball. He says the speed makes up for some other shortcomings, such as his serve, which he considers the weakest part of his game.

When asked how he psyches himself up to play well, Bronfeld says: "I just don't like to lose, period! There are a lot of players who are better than me, but I use my speed and positive mental attitude to compensate. I always play point by point and stay totally focused on the match."

Advice to new players: "If you want to improve," says Mike, "spend lots of time on the court by yourself practicing, and stick with it. There are lots of ups and downs." 0
Steroid Use?

The past few years have opened my eyes to the harsh reality of steroid abuse amongst pro athletes. I've often assumed, only to be put in my place later, that some physically gifted athletes have experienced with the drugs. Sometimes the first glimpse of an athlete leads untrained minds to the wrong conclusion. How can an athlete excel without steroids?

Hard work and dedication is the simple answer. I've learned through observation that the athletes who really want success train the hardest, and achieve their goals. They are the role models for many, and the envy of the rest.

In our young sport, professionals must rely on their reputation in order to earn a living, rather than world wide exposure. It's a shame that rumors of steroid use could actually taint the sport. We need all the positive public relations we can get to grow and prosper.

I am one of those rumored to use the drugs and while I hate to be their object I thank the fabricators for removing from my mind any doubt about my ability to look as though I take steroids without using them. For the past two years, my goal has been to gain the weight and lose the fat necessary to achieve the lean, muscular look of steroid users. I have not been tempted to use the drugs, but I'll set my physical goals higher because I now realize the natural look I eventually want is completely feasible. For any doubters, I will happily take a drug test at their discretion and cost.

The worst thing about such rumors is that they can cause irreparable damage to the future of our sport. The touring pros and top amateurs have worked hard in the past year to develop a good rapport with each other and the sports world. Accusations of this nature hurt not just the individuals named, but the sport we all love. A corporate sponsor won't become involved with a sport where these rumors persist. We must strive to provide great players and great tournaments, not great rumors.

When I win my first pro stop, I'll thank the Lord for helping me achieve my goals and for allowing me to rise above petty rumors with a confidence I once lacked.

Dan Obremski
North Versailles, PA

Camp Is Great

Your Editor's Note in response to Mr. K.E. White's letter in the July/August 1989 issue is absolutely correct. Although Mr. White had an unfortunate experience, not all racquetball camps should be judged by this incident.

My friend and I have attended three of Steve Strandemo's camps (Aspen - 1983, San Francisco - 1986, and Coronado - 1989). All three have been wonderful experiences. The instruction and attention received from Steve and his staff has been outstanding.

Though the camps are physically over after four days, the knowledge and improvements gained have provided me with many hours of enjoyable racquetball and fond memories.

I hope Mr. White will give another racquetball camp a try for I can attest to the pleasure that one (or three) can provide.

Andrew P. Broadbent
Concord, CA

Reader Request Update

I have been an avid reader of your publication for over two years. I've seen good issues and so-so issues and would like to make a couple of suggestions that several other of your readers would like to see implemented as well.

The most interesting portion of your magazine for myself and many of my friends has always been the player profiles and interviews. It would be great if you could expand the length and frequency of these informative articles from a page or two every so often to three or four pages every month. I would love to see profiles of Mike Ray, Cliff Swain and other pros and find out more about their training methods, experiences and what it takes to become a professional.

Another area that you could expand on is the tournament coverage section. Most of the time the articles are merely names and scores with no observations or match descriptions before the finals. The article you did on the 1988 Pro Nationals was approaching what we would love to see every month.

I would love to see the National Racquetball of my dreams in my mailbox this month and every month thereafter.

Bobby Walters
Raleigh, NC

Mailbox

Editor's Note: We hope you liked our "new look" in September. We're trying very hard to be responsive to our readers requests.
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Winning Under Pressure

by Robert J. Kriegel, Ph.D.

Jim coaches a Big 10 basketball team and he's got a problem — possibly the most common problem in college athletics or any level of sports, for that matter. "I've got some real talent on this team," he told me. "Sometimes we really look together on the court. Other times the guys get so stressed out that I don't know where their heads are at — and they don't seem to know where the ball is at."

I watched tapes of Jim's team in action. I saw a team that looked ready for an NCAA championship and a team performing so poorly it was hard to believe they were the same players.

Sound familiar? The players are masters of their sports; to get to their level they all have achieved pretty equal skills. What makes the difference?

It's obviously not a lack of skill. It's what athletes call their mind-set — commonly known as attitude.

In my work with athletes I've identified attitudes that sabotage a good performance and cause stress. Two examples of sabotage thinking are "the can'ts" and "the don'ts".

The can'ts come from thinking too far ahead or trying to do something that is out of your control. Kathy is a can'ts expert, whose event is the balance beam. She was favored to win her regional championship last year, but came in third. Though she had rehearsed her routine for months, she wasn't quite comfortable with a particular move — a double-back somersault. As she approached the beam she thought, "What if I can't do the double-back somersault?"

She was so worried about that one move that she lost concentration, tensed up and made mistakes before she even got to it. She lost her footing a couple of times, she lost points and she lost her championship.

To beat the can'ts, Kathy needed to concentrate on "can dos". Her routine consisted of five other major moves that she was comfortable with. She could have begun with these easy moves and increasingly built confidence in herself and her abilities by focusing on completing each move, one at a time. As her confidence increased, her tension would have decreased and the "tough" move would have come easier.

When she arrived at the double-back somersault, she would have built confidence from prior wins and could have focused on a time when she did it beautifully. Chances are she would have repeated her success rather than realized her fear of failure.

The don'ts is another thought pattern that increases tension. Getting back to Jim and his basketball team, one of his players came to talk to me after I gave a presentation at their

"...visualizing yourself performing well is perceived by your mind as real. This mental rehearsal serves as an effective tool for imprinting peak performance patterns."
Jason was a natural athlete. He was quick, a good leaper and had a great jump shot. But Jason had a problem with free-throws.

I asked him what was different about shooting for a three-pointer during a game and shooting at the free-throw line.

"Too much quiet. Too much time to think. I don't want to mess up in front of everyone," he said.

At the free-throw line Jason was conscious of everybody watching him and kept telling himself, "Don't blow it. Don't think about the people watching. Don't choke. Don't think about the score. Don't worry about what the coach will say."

But thinking about what you don't want to happen can actually make it happen. Thinking about what he didn't want to happen caused Jason to be tense and made him miss.

Like a golfer who sees a distant water hole and tells himself not to hit the ball there, our minds work like radar and direct us to where we don't want to go: Plunk. Right into the water.

Instead, Jason needed to visualize himself doing well. Picturing what you want to happen, rather than what you don't, is an effective confidence and performance builder. The mind works in pictures. These mental images shape your attitude and guide your behavior.

An image in the mind fires the same neural connections in the autonomic nervous system as an actual experience. As a result, the body can't distinguish between an actual experience and a clearly held and deeply imprinted image. Therefore, visualizing yourself performing well is perceived by your mind as real. This mental rehearsal serves as an effective tool for imprinting peak performance patterns.

To help you develop the attitude that will help you to reach your athletic potential, I've developed a "pocket coach" of tips for peak performance.

To receive your free Guide write to Nuprin, P.O. Box 14160, Baltimore, MD 21268.

Like many top professional and amateur athletes, you can gain control attitude and turn your sabotage thinking reactions into peak performance actions. ♦

About the author: Robert J. Kriegel, Ph.D. — best selling author, former All-American athlete, and mental coach for Olympic and world class athletes — lectures and consults worldwide on peak performance, leadership and strategies for dealing with change. Kriegel recently took part in a national tour of college campuses lecturing on attitude and performance.

---

Play with MARKWORT RACQUETS
Choose from many
Racquetball & Squash Models
Graphite ★ Aluminum ★ Fiberglass
MARKWORT Sporting Goods Co.
4300 Forest Park Ave., St. Louis, Missouri 63108 USA
Telephone: (314) 652-3757
TELEX: 896042 MARKWORT STL
FAX: (314) 652-8241
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Generating More Powerful Strokes
by Haydn Jones

Power racquetball strokes win points, matches and championships. However, the object of the game is not to see who can hit the ball hardest, but who can get to match point first. There is no reason to hit a 150 mph rollout when the score is 10-10 in a tiebreaker. A rollout at 80 mph is still a point. The shot at 150 mph is liable to skip.

If you can hit a shot six inches high, down the line at 60 or 70 mph, nine out of ten times you will win points. You must realize that if you hit a ball at 80 mph, two feet high, it will probably die at the back wall. The same shot at 110 mph will get past your opponent but will also come off the back wall, giving him another chance at the ball. Don't sacrifice accuracy and control to hit the ball too hard.

The key to more powerful strokes is building on control and accuracy. To do this, hit the ball as hard as you presently can, give the shot a value of 10 on a scale of 1-10. Using this as your personal "power scale", hit a "9", then an "8" and a "7". To be most effective you should be hitting between 7 and 8 on your power scale. You may be able to hit at "9" on the serve, because at that time you have total control of the ball. Once this "power scale" is established, you can begin working on stroke mechanics. The fine tuning of strokes will change the range of your power scale. You'll begin to hit what would be "11" and "12" on your old scale with less effort and more control. When this occurs, revise your power scale so you continue to hit between 7 and 9.

Another way to insure added power in the stroke is to hit facing the side wall. You can't generate more power with your feet pointed at the front wall. The amount of racquet head speed which can be generated will determine the speed of the ball. To achieve the greatest amount of racquet head speed, the swing should be around your body, not a pendulum motion at your feet.

Next, imagine a ball on a string six inches in length. Not much speed can be generated by swinging the ball. If the string is four feet long, however, a tremendous amount of power can be generated with the same ball and the same effort. Therefore, you do not want to contact the racquetball in a cramped stance, close to your body. Use the full extension of your arm to give you maximum reach when contacting the ball.

To achieve maximum reach you must also use the correct grip. This too will add power to the stroke. Don't hold the racquet like a club. When the arm is extended out from the shoulder, the racquet should not form a 90° angle (straight up) in the hand. Instead, the racquet should rest across the palm at a 45° angle giving you a firmer grip on the racquet and preventing it from twisting in the hand.

Early racquet preparation is also essential to a smooth, powerful swing. Get the racquet back early to allow yourself enough time to step into the shot.

The motion of the swing for a forehand stroke is similar to skipping stones across a pond. In other words, first lead with the elbow, follow with the butt of the racquet, snap the wrist bringing the racquet through the ball, then follow through around your body.

It may be difficult to think of leading with the elbow when it's the racquet you want to get to the ball but, if you concentrate on bringing the butt of the racquet towards the ball with the racquet head trailing, then bring the racquet head around (snapping the wrist) and following through, the technique becomes much simpler. Remember, you do not want to swing at the ball. You must swing through the ball. Do not stop at the contact point. Follow through around your body as if the ball wasn't even there. By following through, you will bring your shoulders, upper body, hips and legs into the shot; adding more power.

Summary
The contact point for ball and racquet is off your front foot about knee high for maximum power. Bend at the knees, not at the waist. Step towards the front wall for added momentum and power. Concentrate on a smooth swing. Do not try to muscle the ball. The arm and shoulder should be loose and follow a natural swinging motion around the body. If you try to hit the ball too hard your muscles will tense up and the swing will not be as effective. Power will increase naturally with timing and proper technique. Before you learn to hit the ball hard, learn to hit the ball right.
How To Be A Line Judge

by Otto Dietrich, A.A.R.A. National Rules Commissioner

First, and foremost, give the match your undivided attention. Watch the match as if you were actually reffing it. In other words, make a call (only to yourself, of course) on every play.

Only the following calls or non-calls can be appealed:

a. Fault serves (except for screen serves)
b. Out serves
c. Skip balls
d. Double bounces
e. Safety zone (receiving line) violations
f. Drive serve zone violations.

take a serious note of the precise wording of the applicable rules, especially those concerning fault serves, the receiving line, and the drive serve line. If you have any doubt about one of these rules, ask the referee to explain it and, if possible, show it to you in the rulebook.

If you see a rule violation during a rally, do not react in any way. Ignore any comments or questions a player may direct to you. Players are required to make all comments and appeals directly to the referee. In fact, if a player makes an appeal to a line judge or after making an excessive demonstration, Rule 3.7(c) says the player forfeits the right of appeal.

When an appeal is made, it is critical that you know which "get" or shot is being appealed. Most players raise their hand during the rally to signal their intention to appeal a particular "non-call". However, if you cannot be certain of the exact "get" or shot that is being appealed, you should indicate that you have "no opinion". An indefinite appeal, such as "all of my opponent's gets during the last rally" should never be recognized by the referee.

After the referee tells you what his call was, you should signal whether you agree with his call (thumb up) or disagree with his call (thumb down) or have no opinion about the ball (open palm down). For example, if the referee calls a skip ball on a shot that you thought was good, the correct signal for you to give — if an indefinite appeal is made — would be to show "no opinion". If you believe the call is incorrect, you can signal your disagreement by giving your thumbs down to the referee.

(continued on page 17)
Common Mistakes Series

Ceiling Balls

by Fran Davis

This month we will be discussing the ceiling ball, the most defensive shot in the game of racquetball. If during play you are unsure of shot selection, off balance, want to draw your opponent out of center court or use some time to get back to position, use the ceiling ball. Too many of us continue to shoot thinking the ceiling ball is for "sissies". Wrong! This basic, defensive shot is necessary when you return serves and during rallies if you consider yourself a good all-around player. The best amateurs and pro players use this shot continually. You should too. Don't get caught up in those slam-bang rallies with your opponent. Use your head as well as your body. Play the ceiling when it is to your advantage. There's a time and place for everything.

The following chart and pictures will help you to develop consistency and confidence in your ceiling game.

Tips

DO'S
1. Face the side wall.
2. Hit off lead shoulder — front foot.
3. Forehand ceiling — hit full extension above your head — reach for the stars.
5. Stroke the ball.
6. Contact on the ceiling — 3' to 5' from front wall. Second bounce hits near back wall crack. (Altitude, court surface and temperature may change correct contact point on front wall.)
7. Position yourself to draw your opponent out of center court (unless in trouble or off balance). At 25' to 35', let the ball drop and shoot.

DON'TS
1. Face the front wall.
2. Hit off back shoulder — back foot.
3. Forehand ceiling.
   a. Hit with elbow bent, ball at eye level — too low.
   b. Hit side-arm.
   c. Hit underhand.
5. Hit the ball hard.
6. Contact on the ceiling.
   a. Too far up — ball sets up off of back wall.
   b. Too far back — ball drops short for set up.
7. Position on the court — 25' to 35' from front wall.
Pinch For Show and Pass For Dough

by Aaron Katz

As I travel throughout the country playing tournaments, doing camps and clinics, I've noticed players have a constant fascination with hitting the ball into the side wall. I call it "pinchitis". Most of us love to hit the ball into the side wall and hope to see it roll out at our opponents' feet. Then we expect to take that slow walk which resembles Reggie Jackson's homerun strut, to the service box.

Realistically we more often see the pinch shot floating through center court and watch our opponent set up for a "plum". At which point you swear to yourself "I've never missed that shot before" and go for it another 20 times until you finally hit one. Unfortunately that one, like a one-iron in golf, makes you want to keep coming back.

Take heart, we are going to review the cure for "pinchitis" starting with the do's, don'ts, why's, when's, and should have 's of pinch shots.

1. One wall shots provide a greater margin of error.

Remember racquetball is rarely a game of perfect execution. We need to keep this in mind when selecting a shot. "What position will I be in if I miss my intended shot"? With a down-the-line or cross court pass, if you miss high, it will probably come off the back wall, however your opponent is still somewhere in the back court and you are safely in center court. Should you miss low then you have a kill shot (which is a nice way to "miss" a shot). This means your desired target on the front wall is 12-18 inches high. With the pinch shot, if you miss high, you have a set-up in center court, if you miss low, you have a skip ball. Neither is a desirable situation.

2. Side wall shots negate your power.

"Pinchitis" seems to afflict power players more than others. It must be because they love to hear the ball splat into the side wall. But it is power players who should use the side wall least. By the time the ball hits the side wall, frontwall, and comes back through center court, much of the pace has been absorbed by the walls. A one-wall shot maintains power better and keeps pressure on your opponent. Remember, effective power is not determined by how fast the ball travels though the air, but by how fast it is moving when your opponent hits it. So maximize your power; hit straight in.

3. Wear down your opponent with passing shots.

An effective passing attack in racquetball is the equivalent of good body punches in boxing. You may lose some points early on, but in the long run opponents will tire and gradually move deeper in the court, opening up the front for your pinches. (Most players generally start off too far forward rather than too far back.) When you get them playing deeper in the court you want to go for the knockout punch.

4. When to pinch?

Don't feel that you should never pinch the ball. It is an excellent shot when used at the proper time. The first rule of thumb is "pinch when in front, and pass from behind" your opponent. It sounds a little simple but is an excellent percentage rule to follow. If you do decide to pinch when behind your opponent, make sure he is positioned at least two to four feet behind the five-foot line. When your opponent is just behind, on, or in front of the five-foot line, his position dictates a passing shot. Remember, it is your effective passing shot early in the match which may result in deeper center court position by your opponent. Most players stay too far forward until moved back. For this reason it is often beneficial to start a match with higher "target zones", and more passing shots until your opponent backs up behind the five-foot line. If this doesn't happen keep passing throughout the match. Force opponents to adjust positioning to your shot selection, or vice versa. (See diagram)

5. Where to pinch?

The highest percentage pinch is into the nearest side wall. I recommend using the pinch to the far side wall only for disguise and variety. Avoid incorporating this pinch as a regular part of your arsenal.

Clean up your shot selection. See how many more matches you win when you don't set your opponent up in center court, or skip the ball for him. Leave the great pinch shots (for snow) to your opponent, as pass him (for dough) and the victory.

About the author: Aaron Katz has been a top 20 touring professional and instructor for four years. He has taught at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, CO, and directs one of the largest junior programs in the country. Aaron is the director of racquet sports at the Landmark Club, in Dallas, TX and is on the professional touring staff for Ektelon.
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The nightmare of every athlete is an injury which hampers his climb up the ladder of success. This summer at the Elite Training Camp, my nightmare became a reality. My shoes gave way and my body hurtled to the ground on top of my ankle. Pain shot up my leg and my first thought was "broken ankle". Fortunately, it was a sprain, which in time will heal. This article is for other injured athletes with extra time on their hands.

To some extent, injuries inhibit the ability to practice, lift, and work on endurance. I've outlined here a few ideas that actually improved my stroke, my endurance, and allowed me to maintain strength throughout rehabilitation.

**Physical Exercises**

These exercises will help you to maintain your cardiovascular endurance while isolating and protecting the injury. They deal basically with cardiovascular routines.

- **Lower Back Injuries** — The best thing you can do for these is rest, but if you feel the need to maintain endurance, I suggest a good Lifecycle routine. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday — 20-45 minutes per day — ride easy to moderately so you don't strain back muscles. If your lower back still hurts, sacrifice a week or two until you are healed.

- **Arm Injuries** — When your arm is injured, it's important not to bounce too much (as you would in a running gait for example). To maintain endurance, isolate the arms by using the Stairmaster or the Lifecycle. Neither one requires the use of your arms. Alternate exercises after 10-15 minutes as in a cycle training routine. Work at full intensity — top level. You'll surprise yourself and improve your endurance.

- **Ankle Injuries** — It's almost impossible to find an exercise which allows you to isolate the ankle while increasing muscular and cardiovascular endurance. The Versa Climber suited my needs and actually turned out to be the best full body workout I've had from a machine. It incorporates the use of your whole body, as if you were mountain climbing, while eliminating any ankle movement. This machine was my sole cardiovascular and leg workout for three weeks. Four weeks after my injury the ankle was still a little tender, but the rest of my body was fitter than ever. Work 3-5 days a week. Alternate intensity on the machine to imitate a game. Example: Two high intensity minutes, one low intensity minute. After 10 minutes, rest one minute, ride ten minutes.

"When injured, don't become disheartened or apathetic. If you learn the proper routines you won't lose anything you've worked for, mentally or physically. In fact, you may improve both."

**Visual Exercises** (visualization)

Repetition is the key to consistency. To become consistent on the court you must repeat your stroke many times. When injuries occur you can probably improve your game by allowing your mind to take over. Visualize your physical ability and enhance the learning process. It's medi-
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cally proven that your mind doesn’t know the difference between shots hit on the court, and shots hit in your imagination. The difference is that you can hit every shot perfectly in your head. This type of practice session won’t tire muscles and will give you a perfect mental image of the shots and strokes you’ve practiced so hard to achieve.

- Mirror — To give your mind the image it should receive, I suggest standing in front of a mirror and striking an imaginary ball until you see the backhand and the forehand you want. The racquet preparation, the knee bend, the hip rotation, the wrist snap, the follow through, should all be there in slow motion. When you master the perfect slow motion stroke, begin swinging harder until you’re taking a nice full stroke with good balance. Practice 50-100 every day, backhand and forehand.

- Stationary Hitting — After completing the mirror drill, if your injury permits, repeat the same process on the court, this time striking a ball. Remember: Strict form, solid contact, good follow through, bent knees, accurate contact point. Hit 100-200 every day, backhand and forehand.

- Mental Rehearsal — The mental image of your picture perfect performance can improve any aspect of the game you choose. Lie in a quiet room and relax using deep breaths. Create an image of the perfect shot, with the perfect form and repeat it 20-25 times in your mind. Picture the ball hitting your sweet spot and contacting your exact target on the front wall. This exercise should be done with every shot you wish to master.

In closing, you can master any aspect of the game you wish. Don’t let an injury or anything else dampen your spirits. Work hard, keep your concentration, and good luck!

How To Be A Line Judge
(continued from page 13)

appeal is made — is “thumb down” to indicate that you disagree with the referee’s call.

Never indicate your opinion until the referee has told you exactly what is being appealed and what his call was. When indicating your opinion, make it obvious that your opinion is your own! Therefore, don’t look at the other line judge, be influenced by the crowd’s reaction, or listen to what anyone else says. Hold your signal long enough and in such a manner that the referee, as well as the players, can see it. If you’re not sure what the appeal is, it is okay to ask the referee to repeat it. Too often, line judges feel pressured to express an opinion when they really aren’t sure of the call — they may have been screened on the shot or may have been distracted. In such cases, don’t hesitate to indicate no opinion (open palm down).

One line judge in every match will be designated to serve as an alternate scorekeeper. Determine whether this person is you or your counterpart. The alternate scorekeeper should keep a complete scorecard that parallels the official scorecard being kept by the referee. This person should record all points, timeouts, and appeals, just like the referee does. In addition, this person should keep track of whose serve it is and, in doubles, the order of serve.

While only a few players will ever acknowledge how well you perform, as a line judge rest assured that your efforts help to ensure the fairness of the contest and make the referee’s job a whole lot easier.
Rotator Cuff Injuries

by Dr. Richard Honaker

The rotator cuff is a group of four muscles and their tendons which surround the shoulder joint, attaching the upper arm to the shoulder and chest. They are named the Supraspinatus, the Infraspinatus, the Teres Minor and the Subscapularis. Their motion results in rotation at the shoulder joint. Problems of the rotator cuff can become a curse to an athlete. Injuries often result from repeated overuse, especially involving use of the arm above the head. This motion results in impingement of the head of the humerus bone in the upper arm against the rotator cuff tendons. This impingement syndrome ultimately leads to inflammation and pain. The various bursa cushions, which are fluid filled sacs that cushion the muscles against the bones, can also become inflamed and result in bursitis and rotator cuff tendonitis.

With rotator cuff inflammation and tendonitis, pain will usually be noticed on the extremes of rotation as one externally rotates (demonstrated by trying to scratch high up on your back with the back of your hand). Abduction of the shoulder involves raising the arm out as if it were a wing flying. At the extremes of motion, an inflamed tendon will be stretched and cause pain. Comparing the bad side to the good side will show any limitation of motion which often occurs at approximately impingement and irritation of an inflamed rotator cuff.

Tears of the rotator cuff often occur over a long period of time with repeated small injuries, but may also occur with one acute injury. To diagnose this significantly debilitating injury often requires an arthrogram in which dye is injected into the shoulder joint and x-rays are taken to see if there is leakage through a torn rotator cuff. Surgical intervention is often necessary.

For the usual overuse syndrome involving rotator cuff tendonitis and impingement syndrome, rest the injured shoulder and apply ice in the acute phases and heat later on. For pain that has been present for several weeks, applying alternating half-hour periods of ice and heat. Using anti-inflammatory drugs such as Motrin, Indocin, Naprosyn, etc. can help reduce inflammation. Physical therapy is often helpful, as well as cortisone injections in resistant cases.

You should not treat your own rotator cuff injury too long by resting the shoulder, as scar tissue can form. This can result in a condition called adhesive capsulitis which is a reduction in the flexibility of the capsule around the shoulder. This results in a lack of range of motion called a "frozen shoulder". This is a difficult problem to cure, often requiring prolonged physical therapy and sometimes surgical manipulation to "unfreeze" the shoulder.

Shoulder pain is a difficult syndrome to pin down as it can be caused by numerous problems. Rotator cuff tendonitis is one of the most common, however tendonitis of the biceps tendon, arthritis, various bursitis syndromes and pinched nerves in the neck (masquerading as shoulder pain) can confuse the issue. Mild injuries will usually take care of themselves. More severe injuries may require a significant curtailment of activities for healing.
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**Q:** I am a "C" player with a friend who plays "A" level. She's a very good player and when we go to tournaments we try and help each other. My question to you is this, "Can I, as a 'C' player, help an 'A' player in competition or will I do more harm than good?"  

**Olivia Gorlal,**  
**Tampa, Florida**

**A:** Olivia, you sure could help. The key is understanding that the basic foundations of the game are the same for a "C" player, an "A" player, or for that matter an "Open" player.

There are certain basics that all players must use to compete. You can begin to see patterns develop over the course of a game/match. For example, a player may be hitting too many pinch shots or skipping too many kill shots, or playing too defensively or offensively, or too far up in the court. These are errors you will be able to see whether you are a lower level player or a higher level player. Such errors can and should be pointed out to help your friend in her competition.

Our suggestion is to formulate a sheet, listing key headings, such as the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strokes</th>
<th>Court Position</th>
<th>Serves</th>
<th>Returns of Serve</th>
<th>Relocation Out of the Box</th>
<th>Skips</th>
<th>Winners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

You can keep the headings simple or detailed, whichever you prefer.

Before the match, go over this sheet with the "A" player. Ask if there is anything else you should watch for? You, the "C" player, now have a specific task on which to focus. This is called charting (analyzing the situation at hand). In order to chart the game effectively you need to have a clear understanding of the game, not necessarily be an "A" player. Once you've compiled the data for the "A" player, you can turn the information over to her. She can then use it to make the adjustments or changes necessary for improving match play. You now have become the "C" player who is assisting the "A" player, rather than the "C" player telling the "A" player what to do. Sometimes egos get in the way, but with the charting format everyone is a winner.

Good luck, Olivia. Let us know how it works! ☺
The M.P.R.A. Ranking System is based on a one year (twelve month) tournament rotation. For example, the first M.P.R.A. event held in Stockton was added to the rankings, while last year's first event was dropped from the rankings. Each month points accrued in the same month the previous year are dropped while new points earned for the current year are added. Accompanying diagram shows points awarded to players based on prize money and finish.

All points are totaled, then divided by the number of tournaments held during the one year period. The M.P.R.A. also uses a divider of 90%, so if you miss one tournament your ranking will not be severely affected. Here are the current M.P.R.A. rankings following the first M.P.R.A. stop in Stockton, CA.

**Rankings as of September 5, 1989**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M. Hogan</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Gonzalez</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Swain</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Harnett</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Yellen</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Inoue</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Johnson</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Doyle</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Brysman</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Clouse</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Newman</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Obremski</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Price</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Andrews</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Katz</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Plazak</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Sweeney</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Harpersad</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Katchik</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**M.P.R.A. Rankings System**

**by Jack Newman**

$15,000-$19,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>120.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>90.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>70.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>50.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>30.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>10.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$20,000-$24,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>150.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>112.50 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>87.50 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>62.50 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>37.50 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>12.50 pts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$25,000+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>180.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>135.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>105.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>75.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>45.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>15.00 pts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frontier. We Take Racquetball As Seriously As You Do.

**CALL TOLL FREE!**

Outside California: 1-800-854-2644
In California: 1-800-532-3949
24-Hour FAX Line: 1-619-225-0640

**PRO KENNEX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hogan Shadow 31 Oversize</td>
<td>$119.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogan 60 Series 31 Oversize</td>
<td>$79.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogan Graphite Comp 31 Over</td>
<td>$62.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogan Micro Shadow</td>
<td>$109.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EKTELEON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Mirada RTS Oversize</td>
<td>$224.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Toron RTS Oversize</td>
<td>$124.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Series RTS Oversize</td>
<td>$79.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Xpre RTS Oversize</td>
<td>$87.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Lexis RTS Oversize</td>
<td>$62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mirada RTS Midsize</td>
<td>$215.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New CBK RTS Midsize</td>
<td>$144.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New 250G RTS Midsize</td>
<td>$94.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Quantum RTS Midsize</td>
<td>$79.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Omni RTS Midsize</td>
<td>$84.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Purchase 2 racquets or more and get FREE shipping.**

**HEAD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Excalibur Oversize/Mid</td>
<td>$161.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Elite Oversize/Mid</td>
<td>$99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Electra Oversize/Mid</td>
<td>$89.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Match Oversize/Mid</td>
<td>$59.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RICHCRAFT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NXT Genesis Oversize</td>
<td>$124.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NXT Odyssey</td>
<td>$124.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Ceramic</td>
<td>$99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 290C</td>
<td>$89.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GLOVES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ektelon Performer</td>
<td>$134.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ektelon Classic Cabretta</td>
<td>$119.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ektelon All Pro Cabretta</td>
<td>$109.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ektelon Synthetic</td>
<td>$99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ektelon Callskin</td>
<td>$89.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CALL and use your VISA, MASTERCARD or DISCOVER. By mail, send MONEY ORDER. no personal checks, please. Add $3 for UPS shipping & insurance. 2nd day air, add add'l. $3. COD, add add'l. $3, AK, HI, AP, FPO $6. CA residents add 7% sales tax. Min. order: $15. Prices subject to change without notice.**
Clinic: Session Two

Strokes

by Fran Davis

One of the Webster’s New World Dictionary definitions of stroke is “to hit (a ball)” as in racquetball. For purposes of discussion here, strokes are what you use to put or keep the ball in play.

The two strokes covered in this clinic session are forehand and backhand.

The forehand stroke is accomplished as follows: The hitting arm will carry the racquet from the outside back of the body, across the body, to hit the ball and follow through. The palm of the hand should face the front wall on contact with the ball. (See figure A for proper starting position.)

The backhand stroke begins with the arm on the front side of the body, bringing the racquet across and around the body and following through. Here, the back of the hand should face the front wall upon contact with the ball. (See figure B for proper starting position.)

Deciding when to hit forehand or backhand strokes is the responsibility of the player. Generally speaking it is easiest to divide the court roughly in half lengthwise and hitting forehand shots from one side, backhands from the other. This will vary depending on whether the player is left or right-handed. (See figure C.)

For righties, forehand strokes should be hit from the right side of the court, backhands from the left. The opposite applies to left-handed players.

It will become increasingly important to be able to hit both forehands and backhands consistently as your level of play increases, so try to utilize both strokes equally when you play or practice.

Figure A — Basic forehand stroke position.

Figure B — Basic backhand stroke position.

Figure C — Court divided lengthwise for forehand/backhand shot areas.
The 1989 U.S. Olympic Festival certainly was an historic occasion for racquetball, which after having been granted Group A status by the U.S. Olympic Committee early this year, became a full medal sport and participated for the first time in the Festival.

Thirty-two of the finest amateur racquetball players in the nation were gathered, and split into four teams comprised of four men and four women. Also in Oklahoma were 32 referees and line judges who paid their own way to officiate. All of the referees were certified. That combination of the finest of athletes and officials created a comfort level not available at most tournaments. Just the same, some rules questions arose. Here are a few.

Squeezing Ball Becomes Close Call

Q: The match was a dandy: Jim Floyd of Davison, MI versus Andy Roberts of Memphis, TN. It was during the second game when I believe Floyd hit a killshot that scored a point. The ball rolled back to Roberts who, before picking the ball up to return it to Floyd, stepped on it. The ball was broken. The referee threw a new ball in the court and told them to replay the rally.

Floyd started to go to the service area and put the ball in play, but at the urging of his coach, Floyd questioned the broken ball call and asked for a ruling. Before the head official, Otto Dietrich, reached the court, Floyd decided to go with the ref's call and he replayed the rally. Was the ref's call correct? Or did Floyd give up a point?

A: The referee apparently believed the ball was broken prior to being stepped on, or that it broke with virtually no foot pressure. Nonetheless, had Jim Floyd asked for a ruling on the ref's call the point would have been his. The rule (4.14.g) is clear: "The only proper way to check for a broken ball is to squeeze it by hand."

Players at the level of Floyd and Andy Roberts understand the rules, but they also have a sense of fair play. Undoubtedly, Floyd knew the rule. But because he and Roberts believed the ball broke on the shot, sportsmanship prevailed.

Know What Is Being Appealed

Q: During a very close match that saw a number of appeals, one of the players noticed the line judge delay his ruling on the ref's call for a couple of seconds after the otherline judge signaled his ruling. After the delay was called to the ref's attention, and after a brief discussion between the ref and line judge, the line judge's calls came more quickly. Is there any harm in a slight delay from a line judge?

A: To prevent any hint that one line judge is being influenced by the other line judge, line judges are admonished to indicate their opinions simultaneously in clear view of the players and referee.

As it turned out in the particular case you mentioned, the line judge was unable to hear the referee's explanation of the appeal until it was repeated. In such instances, the line judge is correct to wait for a clear explanation before making his call.

A Ruling To Fit The Circumstances

Q: It is my understanding that a wet ball—a ball that appears to skid after hitting perspiration on the floor or wall—is a call that only the referee can make, and is not appealable. Yet, I saw players on a couple of occasions appeal a no-call by the referee on balls that skidded. How can that be?

A: Tournament officials viewed play on the University of Oklahoma courts for several days prior to competition. Knowing that the facilities were not air conditioned, they ruled players would be allowed to appeal wet-balls. They further ruled that such an appeal would not count against a player's limit of three appeals per game.

Though such a call is considered a referee's judgment call that is not appealable, it is not unusual for some refs to ask a line judge with the best view about a court hinder which he, the ref, may have missed.
Isn't it amazing what sport enthusiasts take for granted? Baseball gloves just to catch a ball, sneakers so you won't slip on the basketball court, football helmets to prevent head injuries. The list goes on and on. Today's high-tech equipment has been designed, researched, tested and retested to such an extent that we have the finest athletic equipment in the history of sports.

Racquetball gloves are no different. The assumption is "they are just racquetball gloves of various colors, designs and sizes." Wrong!

Glove manufacturers have invested a lot of time, energy and money discerning what makes the best quality, fit and endurance in a racquetball glove.

For example, Cabretta (sheepskin) leather is chosen by some manufacturers because it is strong, durable and provides the proper, "feel," for the player. The precise thickness of leather is vital and skins vary greatly based on region and even diet of the animals. A bulky glove is undesirable to any player, pro or amateur. Hair sheep from East Africa may be selected for thinness and strength of hide. This skin accepts the tanning process and the result is a beautiful, smooth leather.

Some companies have developed patented manufacturing processes for impregnating a permanent tackifying formula into the leather. This acts as a preservative and prevents perspiration and salt from being absorbed. The result is a soft and pliable glove with excellent longevity.

Hand patterns are created at the factory especially for the American hand, which is larger than most.

Heavy-duty, spun polyester threads are used to stitch gloves which may be reinforced at critical stress areas.

At the Neumann Tackified Glove Company leather is cut using hand patterns with full hand and finger volume, vital for dimensional integrity. Fourchettes, (the piece of leather that joins the top of the finger to the bottom) are used for fit perfection. A separate thumb piece is incorporated to give a three dimensional product.

Gloves are fitted onto an iron hand sizer which is heated to ensure proper size under various conditions. Samples are made to demanding standards and tested by various players who are asked to test the gloves and report findings in writing. Results are then analyzed and suggestions integrated into the manufacturing process.

If you wonder why gloves may retail for $15.00 or more it should be evident that tremendous work, skill, raw materials, research and marketing have gone into the manufacturing process to bring the product to the consumer.

The object of using a racquetball glove is to hold the racquet firmly in place with less tension on the hand and arm (e.g., letting the glove do the gripping). This should result in less stress and fatigue on the arm.

Manufacturers such as Neumann, who produce tackified gloves, contend that because of the tackification process no torque (turning or twisting) occurs when hitting the ball, resulting in more power and accuracy with shots.

It should be noted, however, that there are still players who like the feel of the bare hand on the racquet grip and they seem to perform equally as well.

Today, gloves are used in a variety of sports including football, baseball, racquetball, tennis, golf, fitness, cycling, harness racing, waterskiing, shooting, climbing and other athletic activities where hands are used.

Gloves of the 1990's will provide more fun, control and satisfaction in your sports endeavors.

The next time you look for a new racquetball glove you'll have a better understanding of how it was made and priced.

About the author: D.E. Brennan was the owner of his own advertising company for 22 years. He is currently the Vice President of Marketing for Neumann Tackified Glove Company.
Evolution of Racquetball Grips

In the early days racquets, balls and a court were the only items necessary for playing racquetball, but in recent years gloves have generally been adopted as a necessity by the majority of players.

Much of the other auxiliary equipment offered by sporting goods stores and pro shops can be classified as luxury or cosmetic gear, peripherally useful in improving one's game, but accepted as trendy or "in" equipment for a season or in a particular area of the country.

Examples include wrist and headbands, wrist tethers and lacers for racquets, varieties of strings and bumper guard materials, gloves, powders, sprays, etc. for producing tackiness or drying hands, and the list goes on.

What about grips, you say? Grips, it seems, are another matter. Since the majority of players now opt for gloved play, grips have become almost a necessity. The leather grips, which have been installed by racquet manufacturers as standard for years, are now frequently being removed and replaced by players who prefer one-piece rubber-like models made from synthetic materials. Leather grips and leather gloves don't mix when wet and perspiration in major quantities occurs in most active racquetball matches.

From the players' point of view, it is imperative to hold the racquet securely when "killing" the ball — this seems to be the major reason more and more players are replacing factory issue grips with their favorite synthetic models.

The evolution to today's newest models has been lengthy. Early prototypes were manufactured for other sports or hastily assembled to try to capitalize on the market. These included such names as Sportgrip, Totes, Tournagrip, Gauzetex, Supreme Grip, Pro Grip, the Gripper, etc. Most were overwraps and were unsuccessful because they didn't last very long or because they added too much bulk to the racquet handle, actually changing the grip size when installed.

(continued on page 31)
Marty Hogan Racquetball and Pro-Kennex are always in pursuit of the ultimate performance racquet. Which led us to the conclusion of raw power. Which led us to widebody design.

In 1988, we pioneered this design with our Shadow 31 and Hogan 60-31. Both were 1/3 wider than any existing conventional racquet.

The radical, wide profile and aerodynamic cross-section virtually eliminated the deflection of the racquet at ball contact, so there was nothing to stop the new found power.

There’s no question that widebody racquet design changed the face of racquetball.

You want power?
Hang on. Our widebody frame is not only 1/3 wider than that of any conventional model, it’s tapered from handle to head - thinner at the throat for flex, thicker at the head for weight and stiffness.

You want control?
You’re in charge. Solid, accurate shots are a virtual guarantee on the 95 square inch hitting surface.

You want maneuverability?
Start maneuvering. Our thin, aerodynamic cross-section allows you to cover the court and even crowd the corners. Its light weight and balance prevents arm fatigue.

You want confidence?
Ours is the only two-year racquet warranty in the industry.

You want comfort?
Hold it. Grab our new TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) handle. Lightweight and shock-absorbing, the molded dual-density material grabs you back.

You Want to Go Wide?
You Want Marty Hogan Racquetball.

PLAYTEST THE MARTY HOGAN WIDEBODIES - ASK FOR A DEMO.
Marty Hogan Racquetball, A Division of Pro-Kennex 9606 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego, CA 92126
Play hard but play safe - wear AARA approved eyewear.
Hang on to your racquets... gloves, grips and gadgets for 1989-90 are here!

**Champion Glove — Pro Tack 652**

**Champion Glove — Ultra Grip 696**

**Champion Glove — Terry 613**

**Ektelon — Performer**

**Ektelon — Classic**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Suggested Retail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ektelon — Challenger</strong></td>
<td>Thin (0.6mm) goatskin leather for durability. Fingers: Panelled construction, set-in no stress thumb for close, natural fit and ease of movement. Back: Two-way stretch nylon mesh for close fit and breathability. Closure: Elastic wristband with velcro tab for easy on and off and wrist flexibility.</td>
<td>Colors: Men's - black/green trim; Women's - white/green trim.</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Head Sports — XC-I**

**Neumann Tackified Glove Co. — Gladiator**

**Neumann Tackified Glove Co. — Marty Hogan Pro Duratack**

**Neumann Tackified Glove Co. — Marty Hogan Duratack**

**Neumann Tackified Glove Co. — Marty Hogan Tuftack**

**Penn — Tournament Glove**
Penn — Racquetball Glove

Top Performance — Top Performance

Viking Sports — Buckskin Cabretta

Viking Sports — Buckskin

Wilson Sporting Goods — Tru Blue

Wilson Sporting Goods — Max
Racquetball Glove Repair

by Leonard J. Haney

Editor's Note: Leonard J. Haney, of Lancaster, CA developed this method of repairing holes in racquetball gloves. He submitted the information to National Racquetball Magazine in order to share it with our readers.

Like many other players, I grip the racquet handle down at the bottom "knob" area. Therefore, most of my racquetball gloves wear out prematurely in the same spot, the palm area. Friction created by constant turning of the "knob" in the palm of the hand wears a circular hole in the palm of the glove after limited use. A survey of my twenty plus gloves revealed sixteen with dime to quarter-sized holes in this location. At $10 to $15 a glove that's a lot of money to shell out for new equipment.

I contemplated a variety of ideas for repairing the holes and finally discovered a quick and easy remedy in the form of a glue gun, glue and patch material to cover the holes.

To repair these holes start by turning the glove inside out. Using a mini-glue gun, (the type used for arts and crafts projects) apply a thin film of glue around the hole, affix a circular patch of leather or a suitable substitute material, and apply pressure. When the glue dries, check the edges of the patch for a good bond, then return the glove to the right side and apply a small amount of the same glue to the hole itself. Spread the glue evenly over the patch area. This will seal the hole and bond the patch to the hole's edge.

Use of this procedure could extend the life of your gloves considerably. Good luck! 0

Evolution of Racquetball Grips

(continued from page 25)

The current models by A'me (now the Ektelon grip) and Tacki Mac actually replace the factory grip. Their rubber-like consistency comes from state-of-the-art technology producing extremely tacky, long-lived synthetics which are installed over the butt of the racquet and glued in place. Another measure of the successful operation of both companies comes from their consistent communication with players at all levels.

The major problem grip manufacturers had to solve, was the extreme demands racquetball places on their products. The material must withstand the torture of constant pressure and friction from a glove and must cope with moisture from perspiration and still provide no-slip gripping power. The absorbing grips and overwraps of tennis didn’t work for racquetball.

In ten years we have seen racquetball grips change from basic black and tan imitation leather, to high tech, hot pink, neon orange, yellow and more. Players are finally able to hang on to their racquets.

In their 1989-90 lines several manufacturers have included racquets which come equipped with the new grips instead of the standard leathers. Perhaps this precedent will establish a trend for the future! 0

String your racquetball racket with Ashaway's 16 gauge gold SuperKill II, then rip into your game with the confidence of a pro.

"SuperKill is a powerful string that gives amazing control— I get a true bounce off my racket every time. If the ball doesn't come out right, it's my fault. SuperKill II is a great racquetball string."
IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT RACQUETBALL, YOU SHOULD HAVE YOUR HEAD EXAMINED.

While everyone else was busily widening their racquet heads, Ektelon was at work widening the performance gap.

And now, we're proud to introduce RTS™, the Racquetball Taper System.

The key to RTS is selective stiffness. We've designed the appropriate degree of stiffness into each section of the racquet for unmatched playability. At the tip, the cross-section of an RTS frame is expanded by 30% for increased stiffness. This adds 20% more power to the racquet. And increases the effective sweet spot by over 50%.

The mid-section of the frame is tapered, and engineered with moderate...
Tapered mid-section has smaller cross-section than racquet tip. Selected layered composite materials are carefully angled for moderate stiffness. This results in firm, solid ball response and additional control.

Carefully engineered layering of higher-modulus materials to achieve greater stiffness in the throat. Eliminates racquet twist for better ball control.

Increased frame cross-section at the tip, where stiffness is critical. Adds 20% more power to the racquet. Stabilizes the racquet platform for accuracy.

Exclusive RTS design increases effective sweet spot by over 50%.

RTS racquets are constructed around Ektelon's exclusive, elastomeric core for aerodynamic efficiency and freedom from vibration.

Moderately flexible shaft helps to maintain optimal ball control and absorbs vibration.

stiffness. So the ball stays on the strings longer for superior control.

At the throat, special hand-lathering of high modulus materials maximizes stiffness. This prevents the racquet from twisting on impact, and greatly improves shot placement.

The overall result of the RTS breakthrough is racquet performance that has play-testers marveling. And wide body players muttering.

Ektelon's RTS.

The shape that will shape the future of racquetball.

Available in eleven exciting new racquets, oversize and mid-size.

Ektelon
The Most Recommended Name in Racquetball
A subsidiary of

Princ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Color Options</th>
<th>Suggested Retail Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ektelon</td>
<td>Racquetball Grip</td>
<td>Red, orange, black, blue, grey and aqua.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neumann Tackified</td>
<td>Glove Co. — Marty Hogan Racquetball — The Gripper</td>
<td>Grey, blue, red, black, fluorescent orange.</td>
<td>$4.95 (including glue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacki-Mac Grips</td>
<td>Replacement grips.</td>
<td>Black, grey, red, blue, brown, yellow, lime green,</td>
<td>$6.00 to $8.00 bulk or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construction: Tacky grips.</td>
<td>white, hot pink, lavender, orange, magenta,</td>
<td>packaged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colors: Black, grey, red, blue, brown, yellow, lime green, white, hot pink, lavender,</td>
<td>translucent with customizer kit.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construction: High grade, non-woven felt with a polyurethane resin coating.</td>
<td>Colors: Black, grey, tan, optic yellow, optic pink,</td>
<td>$6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colors: Black, grey, tan, optic yellow, optic pink, white, burgundy, rainbow,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Auburndale:
Outdoor racquetball with a difference.

You would never know, as you drive through the quiet, central Florida town of Auburndale, that it has something unique to offer. It has eight, four wall, covered, outdoor racquetball courts and a racquetball program so successful it would be the envy of many clubs.

Auburndale is a small town with a population of about 8,000 and it has the community spirit of many small towns. It boasts an excellent outdoor sports complex with tennis, basketball, shuffleboard etc., right in the center of town.

When Marvin Wiley, the city's recreation director, wanted to expand the complex and add racquetball facilities, he had a difficult job because Mr. Conover, city manager for 32 years, had never heard of racquetball. It was also very difficult to convince the city commissioners. After visiting outdoor courts in nearby Leesburg and Gainesville and seeing how popular they were, he was convinced he could build four courts in Auburndale and make them pay for themselves within seven years. So, in 1981, with the blessings of the city fathers, he was given $58,000 to build four courts, restrooms and landscape the area.

He freely admits to making some mistakes on these first four courts. Using the best block and good lighting, he wasn't sure whether to cover the courts all the way or just half. As he says, "I went cheap and didn't cover them all the way, and the stands were too high."

The courts proved to be so popular that the program paid for itself in four years and needed no taxpayers' money for maintenance. In 1984 the mayor requested that four more courts be built and this time the problems were corrected. The courts were covered all the way and a pro shop was erected.

At this point it was decided that a full-time director was needed and Marilyn Buffum took over. In the three years she headed the program, participation tripled and revenues increased from $17,000 a year to over $30,000 a year, (not including income from leagues and tournaments).

On Monday night, the adult league has anywhere from 90 to 120 participants and is played under American Amateur Racquetball Association rules. Junior leagues are run twice a year, each lasting for nine weeks, and junior summer classes are held during school vacation. ABC drop down tournaments take place four times a year with first and second place winners receiving gift certificates from local merchants and once a month a Sure Shot mini tournament takes place with a one game to 15, double elimination format. These winners also receive gift certificates, and as Marilyn points out it costs virtually nothing to put on either of these tournaments, especially as the merchants are so supportive and willing to provide prizes.

Auburndale has also been the host site for the Florida Outdoor Racquetball Championships for the last six years. The event is always held in November and receives a large number of entries from all over the state.

In order to run a successful program, Marilyn feels that it is absolutely necessary to have a full time program director. She regularly has 30-40 juniors signed up, gives group and private lessons, runs the pro shop, works with the media to make sure the programs receive publicity and organizes tournaments. "You just couldn't do everything that needs to be done to ensure a successful program if you didn't work at it full time," she says.

Marilyn is an avid player herself (strong A and Open) and is a P.A.R.I. certified instructor as well as a board member of the Florida Racquetball Association. She feels very lucky to be earning a living doing what she likes best.

According to Marvin Wiley, outdoor racquetball programs offer parks departments an excellent opportunity to increase revenues. They provide racquetball facilities for people who would not otherwise have financial access to the sport. Auburndale charges $2 an hour per court before 5 pm and $3 an hour after five. Out of towners pay an additional dollar. Monday night league costs $20 for the twelve week league.

As Wiley says, "Auburndale always has things going, not just here at the racquetball courts, but at the lake where we have five beach volleyball courts. We have a strong High School booster club and a lot of activities in which the whole county participates. When Fran Davis comes to town to teach a clinic, we put her name on the same billboard where we announce Miss Auburndale."

Auburndale now has plans to build four more racquetball courts to cope with the demand. The present eight courts are not enough to handle the number of people who want to play. As Wiley says, "It's affordable for anybody, it keeps the kids off the streets and away from drugs and it doesn't cost the city anything. I'd like to see racquetball offered in high school, like tennis."

Community minded city officials and a good racquetball professional have proved to be a winning combination for grass roots racquetball in Auburndale. As Winter Haven Postmaster, Robert Smith always says after playing in a tournament, "Another helluva tournament." The same can be said for the city's racquetball program.
The 1989 Armed Forces Racquetball Championships were hosted by Chanute Air Force Base in Illinois, April 30-May 5, 1989. Caryn McKinney, the number one ranked player on the Women’s Professional Racquetball Association (W.P.R.A.) Tour, was the guest speaker at the opening banquet and also put on a clinic for the players and base personnel.

Caryn was invited to the event by Captain Kim Ritsche, chief of military fitness for the Air Force Military Personnel Center’s Directorate for Morale, Welfare and Recreation.

McKinney spent four days talking about her favorite sport. For the Air Force, it was a rare opportunity to meet and talk to one of the best racquetball players in the world.

A mutual friend originally suggested bringing a professional racquetball player to the Armed Forces Championship. The idea eventually led to McKinney being invited as a guest speaker for the opening banquet, teaching a clinic and conducting a demonstration.

“It worked out exceptionally well. We were fortunate to acquire the services of one of the sport’s best,” said Captain Ritsche. “The exposure benefited all involved.”

She felt that McKinney’s visit sparked an increased awareness of racquetball, which is a big sport at every Air Force installation. The Air Force has over 570 courts at bases around the globe, and is the single largest operator of racquetball courts in the world. Most of these courts are in constant use at lunch and after duty hours.

Even though the competition wasn’t up to the level she’s used to seeing, McKinney admitted that the players were better than she thought they would be. “I’m really impressed with the level of (military) competition,” she said. “The competition is good and the level of play is higher than I anticipated. Plus, these people are really dedicated. They had to go through a lot just to get here.”

Players in the tournament came from every branch of the Armed Forces. Many of the players came from bases overseas, giving the tournament an international flavor.

Caryn McKinney’s visit to the Armed Forces Racquetball Championship was a tremendous success. The Air Force also earned success, dominating the event.

Overall the Air Force scored 91 points, the Army 60, the Navy 33, and the Marine Corps 11.
Coaches are special people – dedicated to helping athletes to develop their full potential, to improve their skills and to achieve accomplishments of which they can be proud.

Together the Federal and Provincial governments, amateur sport associations and corporate sponsors will celebrate 1989 as the Year of the Coach – to give recognition to coaches for an unselfish commitment to their community.

The Year of the Coach is a series of special celebrations, community events and programs in honour of coaching accomplishments.

The Year of the Coach is ours to share – an opportunity for Canadians to congratulate coaches at all levels.

Join these Celebrations and show your appreciation!

For further information on the Year of the Coach contact:

Coaching Association of Canada
Place R. Tait McKenzie
1600 James Naismith Drive
Gloucester, Ontario
K1B 5N4
(613) 748-5642  FAX: (613) 748-5706

Is Your Club Professional A Certified Instructor?

With 1989 designated as the "Year of the Coach" throughout Canada, more significance is being directed toward the importance of proper instruction and coaching at all levels of participation.

One method to ensure that standards of instruction are maintained by all teaching professionals in your facility and across Canada is through the National Coaching Certification Program offered by the Coaching Association of Canada. This three level program offers a methodology of instruction through a racquetball specific section (Technical), a general sports section (Theory) and a practical application section (Practicum). Aimed at upgrading the quality of coaching, it caters to the needs of all coaches, from the novice to master.

The practical component is determined through daily hands-on application by the instructor/coach. Theory sections are made available through various local educational and community facilities with the technical component provided through the provincial racquetball associations. Only through a dedicated effort from everyone, will we be able to offer proper instruction in the sport, which will lead to increased participation thereby benefiting us all.

The quality of coaching is an integral part of sport development. Parents, administrators and athletes of today are placing a great emphasis on high standards of coaching education and leadership at all coaching levels. N.C.C.P. courses will build upon the coaching knowledge to help them meet these expectations.

To become fully certified you must be at least 16 years of age. Once you have completed one component of the program, you'll receive a record of your progress which will be updated as you continue in the program.

For further information about level 1-3 theory courses, contact the C.R.A., or the coaching coordinator in your province: British Columbia (604) 387-1011; Alberta (403) 427-6562; Saskatchewan (306) 787-5754; Manitoba (204) 945-8882; Ontario (416) 965-3720; Quebec (514) 653-3395; New Brunswick (506) 453-2928; Prince Edward Island (902) 829-0311; Newfoundland (709) 656-2779.
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Interested In Hosting The 1991 Senior Or Junior Canadian Championships?

Bids are now being accepted for hosting the 1991 senior or junior Canadian championships. These national events, which are open only to Canadian citizens, residents or landed immigrants, are the showcases of racquetball in Canada.

The senior event is scheduled for May 21-25 with the finals held on the Friday night and all day Saturday. To host this championship a minimum of 16 "refereeable" courts are required with the ideal being 18 courts, in a maximum of two facilities which are reasonably close together. Historically, the senior tournament has approximately 500 competitors and represents an opportunity for a club to gain revenue during the latter part of May which traditionally may be a "slow" period.

The junior nationals will run July 3-6 with the championship finals on the Saturday, followed by the awards banquet. Over 130 top junior athletes from across Canada accompanied by 60 parents come together to enjoy racquetball and friendship in a team and individual format. To host the junior tournament a minimum of six (6) "refereeable" courts are needed, ideally with eight available. All courts must be in one facility.

The year 1991 is an extremely important one for the sport of racquetball. In February, the Canada Winter Games will be held in Prince Edward Island with junior racquetball being part of the tournament. Internationally, the sport of racquetball will also be part of the Pan American games as a demonstration sport in Havana, Cuba.

Other possible benefits in hosting a national racquetball championship include court/facility upgrades, being an important part of your community, national exposure of club, 50% profit split to provincial association and/or club, provincial and city hosting grants, increased member participation, etc.

Should your club be interested in hosting a championship talk to your club manager or professional and suggest they contact the C.R.A. office in Ottawa at (613) 748-5653. Be a part of the lifetime sport and host a national event. It's good for your club and community.

“Intro To Racquetball” Clinic

As the 1989-90 racquetball season is quickly upon us, the C.R.A. is offering a new program to club professionals and instructors to encourage novice and beginner players to learn the basic techniques and rules of the sport.

At a cost of $20.00 per participant, the C.R.A. will provide the materials. All the club provides is the facility and the expertise. The materials include: a 1989-90 official rulebook, a one year C.R.A./provincial association membership, a copy of the ever popular "Racquetball for Beginners" and a recent copy of the C.R.A. newsletter, First Serve. All participants who take this clinic, automatically become members of the C.R.A. with their provincial association, allowing them among many things, to participate in all sanctioned events held in 1989-90.

From a club aspect, they can keep in touch with the new members, introduce new members to the wonders of their club, such as house leagues, special events, etc., ensure that all members are enjoying the sport of racquetball in a fun and safe environment and help promote and be part of racquetball's future.

For more details on the “Intro To Racquetball” clinics, contact the C.R.A. in Ottawa at (613) 748-5653. Materials may be ordered directly from the national office in either English or French.
Introducing the Mirada RTS™. The racquet that gives you the power to bring grown men to their knees. With such devastating velocity and pinpoint accuracy, about the only thing your opponent will be hitting is the floor.

The Mirada. Specifically designed to make your competition react with envy and frustration. And a split second too late.
Socks For Jocks (and nonjocks)

Ever wonder why you wear socks? They are supposed to protect your feet from friction, absorb perspiration, and provide cushioning. Some socks, however, do these things more successfully than others. Good socks are especially important to athletes and other active people. Why pay $50 for tennis shoes, for instance, and then get blisters because of worn-out, inadequate socks? That's why most sports-supply stores now offer high-tech athletic socks, often made of a variety of new synthetic materials, such as high-bulk Orlon (acrylic) and polypropylene. How do these socks compare to your old cotton gym socks and wool standbys?

For people who take their athletics seriously, there are socks designed for specific sports, including racquetball, tennis, cycling, running, skiing, aerobics — even for walking and golf. These differ according to where protective padding is placed (ball, toes, instep, heel, arch, or shin), how thick the padding is, and what materials are used. For instance, aerobics socks are comparatively short and have dense padding at the heel, ball, and toes to protect against abrasion and blisters. Ski socks are high and have a protective pad along the shin, an area often irritated in downhill skiing. Nearly all of these are made of Orlon, polypropylene, or other synthetics that draw (or "wick") perspiration away from the skin.

Do you really need such sports-specific socks? According to Dr. Douglas Richie, a podiatrist at the University of Southern California Medical Center, these do provide extra cushioning and can help decrease foot abrasion. But the sock is less important than the appropriate athletic shoe, since the shoe can make up for many shortcomings of a sock. Thus good shoes and all-purpose socks that wick away moisture will do the trick for most people.

Reprinted from the University of California, Berkeley, Wellness Letter, October 1988

---

LIMITED EDITION RACQUETBALL PRINTS
- By famous '88 Calgary and Seoul Olympic artist Ken Wesman.
- A limited edition of 300 plus the original is available.
- Prints 16" x 20" (image size) $95 (Can. plus $6 for shipping and insurance.)
- Original available, 24" x 30" (framed) $3,000 (Can.)

BLACK & WHITE RACQUETBALL POSTERS
- By Calgary artist Cecilia Gossen.
- Great gift idea for home or office, tournament or league prizes!
- Poster 16" x 20", $20 (Can. plus $6 for shipping and insurance.)

RACQUETBALL JEWELRY — Original designs by David Blackburn and Mike Gurvin. Rings and pendants in a choice of 10k, 14k, or 18k, as well as silver and semi-precious stones.
A. Large all gold pendant, 14k, detailed design.
B. Lady's racquetball gold ring with semi-precious stone.
C. Gentlemen's gold racquetball ring, with raised white gold racquet and genuine sapphire.
D. Gentlemen's racquetball gold ring with semi-precious stone.
E. Small men's or lady's all gold pendant, 14k, detailed design.
F. Small gold pendant, with or without semi-precious stone.
G. Tie pin, 10k, with or without semi-precious stone.
H. Men's or lady's gold pendant with a genuine sapphire.

CLIFF HENDRICKSON SPORTS • c/o The Fish Creek Racquet & Fitness Club • #1-259 Midpark Way S.E. Calgary, Alberta T2X 1M2 • Telephone (403) 277-0735 • (403) 256-1766
New Challenge Concept

by Dave George

A popular program has sprung up in Northern California: "Top Gun". This program is not for fighter pilots, but is actually for racquetball players. It's a specialized version of the old in-house challenge ladders, geared to promote competition among the top players within the club. A director or "Top Gun Commissioner" is needed to organize the program and update weekly results. Advertise and promote your program with a special "Top Gun" top ten bulletin board placed prominently within the facility. This program can be set up for men, women, mixed competition. To get started sign-up the club's top ten players, then post a list of names and phone numbers. The original order of the top ten is initially determined by the order of sign-up. Next, set up a binder where challenges can be logged and results recorded. From this, the commissioner can update the top ten order weekly.

Players must actively participate to hold their ranking. Newcomers may challenge for the bottom spot at any time and work up the ladder by challenging players one or two places above them. The person on top is designated "Top Gun" as long as he/she retains #1 ranking. It provides a means of gearing up for matches between tournaments.

Several clubs in Northern California have adopted the program, and are scheduling friendly "Top Gun" challenges between clubs, taking turns as the host facility.

Use the following guidelines to organize a "Top Gun" program at your club:

**Duties of the commissioner in charge:**
- Read the "Top Gun" binder regularly to check the matches scheduled and just played.
- Update the standup boards as matches are played and positions change.
- Make final decisions on concerns that may arise.

The "Top Gun" binder:
(Located at the front desk, containing four sections)

1. Current "Top Gun" roster (#1-#10) and phone numbers.
2. Off the board roster (#11+).
3. Notes to commissioner.
4. Guidelines for players:
   - Players may only challenge one or two places ahead, whether on or off the Top Ten board. Names and phone numbers are in the "Top Gun" binder.
   - New challengers must enter their dates, numbers and the date in the "Top Gun" binder, as soon as they are interested in challenging.
   - All players on and off the board are encouraged to challenge and accept challenges as often as possible.
   - At least one challenge must be accepted and played every 10 days, or your position is subject to forfeit. Any questions or concerns, please contact the commissioner in charge.

   - The commissioner needs to contact the player he/she wishes to challenge, and/or leave a note in the "Top Gun" binder.
   - The commissioner should record results in the "Top Gun" binder.
   - If the challenger wins, he/she will change places on the ladder with the defeated opponent.
   - Note: Changes in positions are made by the commissioner in charge. Players should notify him upon completion of matches.
   - The purpose of this in-house program is to promote friendly competition within the club.

For detailed guidelines of this program, you may write to Dave George, 2945-Junipero Serra Blvd., Colma, CA 94015. O
product update:

Cho-Pat Wrist Support
The Cho-Pat Wrist Support comes in five (5) sizes providing comfort, attractiveness and effectiveness. The support is manufactured of high quality materials noted for durability under repeated washings and months of wearing. In the wrist support, a thin piece of malleable contours to the shape of the wrist. This allows more pressure to be applied over crucial areas and acts as a tongue for easier tightening and loosening of the support. The Cho-Pat Wrist Support helps diminish shocks incurred at the hand and wrist from telescoping up the forearm leading to forearm tendonitis (tennis elbow). Suggested retail is $11.00.  
Circle Reader Service No. 6

Thermo Trax
Gemini Products introduces Thermo Trax for relieving symptoms of stress, tension, headaches, pinched nerves, neck and lower back pain associated with sports related injuries. It fits behind the neck and is useful for cervical spine strain and sprain, and relief of headache tension. Thermo Trax is a rigid cervical bottle that produces a cantilever support of the neck providing a stretching (or traction) effect thereby relieving pressure on the intervertebral discs and facet joints of the cervical spine. It can be used at room temperature or filled with hot or cold water to help relax muscles and regulate blood flow to these areas. Suggested retail is $24.95.  
Circle Reader Service No. 8

Hot Colors from Unique Sports
Unique Sports now has the newest neon colors available in a wide range of accessories — head bands and wrist bands in all varieties and styles. For racquet sports, overgrips, Softgrip and Gauze Grip Tape; and even neon Racquet Guard Tape, protective racquet head tape — all brightly packaged and priced right. Suggested retail is $1.49-$3.75.  
Circle Reader Service No. 7
Pro-Power Lat Machine
Schisler International presents their "Pro-Power Lat Machine." Work your lats, triceps, back and biceps on this smooth running pulley machine. Features 2" tubing, 4" nylatron pulleys, heavy coated cables, adjustable seat, padded knee rest, and two-tone upholstery. A great machine for strength training for racquet sports to work all the muscles needed for today's power game. Part of a complete line of barbells, benches, stands, pulley and cable systems available through phone or mail order. Suggested retail is $329 with accessories and weights additional.

Label Your Sporting Good With Sharpie®
A new Sharpie® Permanent Marker with an ultra fine tip, 0.3mm, has been introduced for people in the sporting goods market by Sanford Corporation. This new Sharpie has a precise tip for marking in very small areas and highly water resistant permanent ink. Sharpie Ultra Fine can be used to label narrow metal, aluminum, wood or graphite racquetball racquets as well as other sporting equipment, glossy photos, etc. Four colors of Sharpie Ultra Fine are available: Black, blue, red and green. Suggested retail price is 99¢.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

If you would like more information on any of these products, circle the product number below.
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Detach and mail to: National Racquetball Magazine, P.O. Box 6126, Clearwater, FL 34618-6126
M.P.R.A. Season Opens in Stockton

by Woody Clouse

The Stockton area, known as the “hotbed” of California racquetball, lived up to its billing August 31-September 4. The Westland Racquet Club hosted the first stop of the 1989-90 Men’s Professional Racquetball Association (M.P.R.A.) Tour with outdoor temperatures in the high 90’s and indoor play even hotter.

The fans turned out in large numbers to watch their favorites perform. The waiting line for tickets to the final proved that Californians love racquetball and the pro tour is back on track.

With eleven confirmed and/or tentative sites and an organization controlled by the players themselves, we can look forward to a season of great events.

Player enthusiasm was apparent at Stockton. Most of the pros were in good shape, indicating off season training and conditioning had not been neglected.

First round play was standard with no upsets registered, but the action picked up quickly in the round of sixteen when Tim Doyle eliminated Bret Harnett from the competition. Doyle, 1989 A.A.R.A. Singles Champion, has already advanced to the number fourteen spot in the M.P.R.A. rankings. He battled to match point in game three but die-hard Harnett came back to take games three and four, forcing a fifth. Doyle prevailed 11-5. Harnett’s early loss leaves a question mark as to his performance this season.

Unfortunately for Doyle he drew Mike Ray in the quarter finals. Ray is always steady and his confidence is at an all-time high since his Grand National win at Seattle.

Ray took the first two games playing his patented percentage style. Doyle summoned his reserves, winning game three easily and fighting hard to take game four. Ray won the tiebreaker 11-2 by maintaining his patient style of play and forcing Tim to shoot from deep court.

Egan Inoue and Cliff Swain also met in a quarter final match. In this one the ball often traveled at speeds over 150 mph. Both players are known for their “photon” serves, power play and agility. With cat-like reflexes these two can drive, kill and rekill like nobody else. Egan took game one by virtue of four lightening-like ace serves, but Cliff annihilated him 11-1 in the second game, 11-5 in the third and fourth putting on an exhibition of nearly flawless racquetball.

The Ruben Gonzalez-Mike Yellen match was next. Both players are more methodical in their approach to the game. Both are former national champs and are capable of using strategy to set up opponents for the kill. Each took a game fairly easily, then in game three the war for supremacy began. At 8-8 Gonzalez flat rolled a backhand pinch to gain his ninth point and the momentum. From then on Ruben made very few mistakes. He won games three and four eliminating Yellen.

Marty Hogan faced Californian Dave Johnson in the last quarter final. He played classic “Hogan ball” denying Johnson any chance of getting into the match. He won 11-5, 11-3, 11-4 and advanced to a semifinal meeting with Mike Ray.

Ray combined four ace serves with smart passes to win the opening game 11-2. Hogan sensed the importance of taking the momentum back and won the second game 11-8. At 5-5 in game three, Mike turned up the intensity and pulled ahead 10-5. He eventually won 11-7. Another deadlock occurred in game four. At 5-5 Hogan came alive returning every shot as if he were a ball machine. Marty’s...
Ruben Gonzalez in action during final match versus Marty Hogan.

relentless attack stopped Ray completely and he won 11-5. Down 10-0 in the last game Hogan fought his way back to a tie and appropriately, another racquetball first, a Super Tiebreaker.

The Super Tiebreaker rule, adopted this year by players vote, states that matches ending in a fifth game (tiebreaker), must be won by two points. M.P.R.A. members feel this will add increased excitement, action and drama to the pro game.

Marty's reputation for making racquetball history continues. He won the first “Super Tiebreaker" 12-10.

In the Gonzalez-Swain match, tied at one game each, game three was the turning point. Gonzalez seized the opportunity, beat Swain 11-5, then took advantage of Cliff's floundering concentration to close out the match 11-2.

The final between Gonzalez and Hogan became a test to Marty's ability to come back after his physically draining match with Mike Ray.

Both players were tentative early on. Gonzalez won 11-7 and began to pick up the pace in the second game. Hogan's suspect energy level dropped and Ruben prevailed 11-6. He closed the door on Hogan in game three, 11-4 winning the first M.P.R.A. stop of the season.

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS

Round of 16

Marty Hogan d. Woody Clouse, 11-9, 11-10, 3-11, 11-7
Dave Johnson d. Jack Newman, 11-10, 11-8, 10-11, 11-4
Mike Ray d. Dan Obremski, 8-11, 11-6, 2-11, 11-3
Tim Doyle d. Bret Harnett, 11-8, 11-10, 10-11, 7-11, 11-5
Cliff Swain d. Corey Bysrans, 11-4, 11-0, 11-4
Egan Inoue d. Gerry Price, 11-6, 3-11, 11-6, 11-3
Mike Yellen d. Aaron Katz, 11-3, 11-8, 11-9
Ruben Gonzalez d. Ed Andrews, 11-10, 11-6, 11-4

Quarter Finals

Marty Hogan d. Dave Johnson, 11-5, 11-3, 11-4
Mike Ray d. Tim Doyle, 11-9, 11-6, 8-11, 11-11
Cliff Swain d. Egan Inoue, 6-11, 11-1, 11-5, 11-5
Ruben Gonzalez d. Mike Yellen, 3-11, 11-3, 11-8, 11-4

Semifinals

Marty Hogan d. Mike Ray, 3-11, 11-8, 7-11, 11-5, 12-10
Ruben Gonzalez d. Cliff Swain, 11-8, 11-4, 5-11, 11-2

Finale

Ruben Gonzalez d. Marty Hogan, 11-7, 11-6, 11-4

(Amateur results on page 63)
Amateurs Vie For Olympic Gold  
by Judi Schmidt

Racquetball history was made July 28-30 at the U.S. Olympic Festival in Oklahoma City. Here, for the first time the sport was awarded full medal status by the United States Olympic Committee (U.S.O.C.). Racquetball participants were selected on the basis of performances at several national qualifiers organized by the American Amateur Racquetball Association (A.A.R.A.) over the past year—the U.S. National Singles, the U.S. National Doubles and the Intercollegiate Nationals. The champions of these events, plus semifinalists and play-off winners, made up the roster for Olympic Festival Racquetball.

The thirty-two athletes who comprised the 1989 Festival Team competed in a three-day format for racquetball’s first Olympic medals.

Eight-player squads representing North, South, East and West teams were drilled and coached by some of the best known names in amateur racquetball. The team format selected by A.A.R.A. officials and the general aura surrounding Olympic endeavors produced a new intensity of competition and team psyche in players. Almost every match provided spectators with excellence formerly seen only at the professional level.

The Huston Huffman Center on the Norman campus of Oklahoma University was an adequate venue for racquetball’s first foray into Olympic competition, but seating was limited and the “slow” courts created problems for power players like 1989 National Singles champ, Tim Doyle and 1988 winner, Andy Roberts. Both were unhappy about their inability to execute the unreturnable serves and shots which are their trademarks.

The slow courts gave a slight edge to control players and provided an added bonus for spectators who were able to observe better demonstrations of stroke mechanics. Players had to execute more carefully and precisely. The ball traveled slower and was a little easier to follow.

Seventeen states were represented at the racquetball event. The overall roster looked like a “Who’s Who” of nationally-ranked amateurs. Generally, the players were thrilled to participate in the competition, most echoing the comments of North team member Sergio Gonzalez: “It’s great to mix with all these outstanding athletes and be treated as equals.” This attitude was definitely instrumental in elevating the level of play and intensity of coaching. One of the A.A.R.A. volunteers, (there was at least one of them for every participant) observed there was little grumbling about training/practice hours, curfews, etc., noting that the O.U. campus nightspots were beehives of activity at 11:45 p.m. nightly and deserted by 11:55, (midnight curfews were established for athletes).

Outstanding performance was the order of the day, every day. Each player seemed able to dig a little deeper for one last shot or one more point. In the midst of all this excellence some standout performances must be acknowledged.

Jim Floyd and Mike Bronfield representing the North and West teams were incredible. The tougher it got, the better they played! Bronfield defeated Floyd in a gold medal round tiebreaker after losing to him in a tiebreaker the previous day. These were the only losses incurred by either player throughout the competition. North team coach, Stu Hastings commented about Floyd: “Tickets were free for Festival racquetball, but after watching Floyd play you wanted to pay before leaving.”

Tim Hansen and Sergio Gonzalez, also members of the gold medal-winning North team, went through the competition undefeated. “Those two were on a mission,” said Hastings, who nicknamed them (continued on page 48)
The two best HEADS are together at last!

Look for the best duo in the business.

THE DYNAMIC DUO...

Fran DAVIS and Stu HASTINGS

are conducting Racquetball Camps this summer in your area!

We'll teach you more in a 3-Day Racquetball Camp than most players learn in a lifetime!

Coaches' Tour for the Fall of '89

**September 15-17**
Cincinnati, OH

**November 3, 4, 5**
Charlotte, NC

**December 8, 9, 10**
Brooklyn, NY

**October 6, 7, 8**
Dallas, TX

**November 17, 18, 19**
Omaha, NE

**December 15-17**
Hawaii

**October 13, 14, 15**
Chicago, IL

**November 25th**
Racquetball-A-Thon to benefit ADA
New Jersey

Let the club know that you want to sign up...

Or contact:
A HEALTHY RACQUET, INC. (D.B.A. Dynamic Duo)
28 Ramsey Road, Middlesex, NJ 08846 • (201) 560-0647

Sponsored by HEAD SPORTS, PENN ATHLETIC PRODUCTS
Affiliated with ADA, AARA and U.S. National Team
Olympic Festival
(continued from page 46)

"Han gonz" (Hand Guns) since they were out to terminate the top-ranked team of Brian Hawkes and Bill Sel. Gonzalez and Hansen lost an 11-10 tiebreaker to them at last year's National Doubles Championships and wanted to even the score. Bronze medalists Dot Fischl and Cheryl Gudinas were paired as a doubles team by East coach, Fran Davis, whose judg-

Kuhfeld, number one singles for the South team was "always in there mentally," according to coach, Neil Shapiro. She won her matches by "maintaining constant composure and mental control."

Gold medal matches ended late Sunday afternoon, allowing time for players to attend closing ceremonies on the O.U. campus that evening.

There were no losers at the racquetball venue in the '89 Olympic Sports Festival. Every player, coach, volunteer and spectator who was privileged to attend the proceedings, went home feeling optimistic about the future of the sport and privileged to have been part of its Olympic debut.

---

INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM WIN RECORDS (Preliminary Rounds)

**NORTH**
- Jim Floyd, 2/1
- Tim Sweeney, 2/1
- Sergio Gonzalez/Tim Hansen, 3/0
- Michelle Gilman, 1/2
- Robin Levine, 1/2
- Peggy Ludwig/Jackie Paraiso, 1/2
- Total: 10/8 (advanced to Gold Medal Round)

**SOUTH**
- Tim Doyle, 2/1
- Lance Gilliam, 1/2
- Jack Nolan/Bobby Rodriguez, 1/2
- Kaye Kuhfeld, 3/0
- Susan Morgan, 1/2
- Diane Greene/Tina Rasmussen, 0/3
- Total: 8/10 (played in Bronze Medal Round)

**WEST**
- Mike Bronfeld, 2/1
- Drew Kachtik, 3/0
- Brian Hawkes/Bill Sel, 1/2
- Malia Bailey, 1/2
- Cindy Doyle, 2/1
- Lisa Anthony/Chris Evon, 2/1
- Team: 11/7 (advanced to Gold Medal Round)

**TEAM STANDINGS IN MEDAL ROUNDS**
- North, 4/2, Gold Medal Winners
- West, 2/4, Silver Medal Winners
- East, 4/2, Bronze Medal Winners
- South, 2/4, Fourth Place
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This won't happen if you give the racquetball players on your list a gift subscription to National Racquetball Magazine.

Full of exciting tournament coverage and results, instruction, player profiles, schedules of events, rankings — it's packed with information for everyone who plays racquetball.

1st gift $17.97 for 1 year (10 issues)
each additional gift $16.97 (Florida residents add 6% sales tax.)

Take advantage of this special gift offer. Don’t delay — order now for holiday giving and we’ll send a card announcing your gift.
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The Cascade Athletic Club in Gresham, OR was the site of this year's 1989 National Masters Doubles Racquetball Championships. Forty-six teams from the United States and Canada participated in Men's 45+, 50+, 55+, 60+, and 65+ events. The format for tournament play is unique. All divisions play a round robin format (one 21 point game against each of the other teams in their division). The winning team each round tallies up 21 points plus 3 bonus points for winning; a total of 24. The losing team receives only the points earned in the game. All game scores are then added together and the team with the most points wins that division.

Play is accomplished without referees... (and for the most part—games are played with good sportsmanship)... contested calls are replayed.

In the 45+ division teams played nine matches each. Fred Vetter and Jerry Davis won, losing only one game to Fred Gruber, and Don Costleigh, Jr. finished second, just one point behind the winners. Third place went to the team of Bob Hvistendahl and Mark Wayne.

Thirteen competed in the 50+ bracket. The team of Sid Williams and Ace Untalan walked away with the title earning a perfect score of 288 total points. They defeated second place finishers Joseph


The most exciting match of the tournament came in the Men's 55+. Terry Hepner and Tom Moore were tied with Steve Nurbin and Norm Goldetsyk going into the final match. Hepner and Moore defeated Nurbin and Goldetsyk 21-18 to win the National Title.

Pat Whitehill and Duncan Stockwell dominated the eight team 60+ division. Al Adiram and Phil Swartz placed second over Norm Skanchy and Russell Carruth.

Probably the most fun age division to watch is the Men's 65+. Four teams competed in a triple round robin 65+ bracket. The team of Saal Lesser and Les Skelton lost only one game to third place finishers Lake Westpahl and Tony Duarte. Second place winners went to Jim Fitzharris and Nic Sans last year's winners Earl Acuff and Luzell Wilde (also the oldest competing team at 72 and 71 respectively) placed a close fourth. Wilde and Acuff should compete in the 70+ division but are usually the only ones registered for that division so they have to play with the "younger guys".

The Masters Association, headed by Ivan Bruner, is 18 years old. Bruner keeps all 900 members posted on upcoming events. If you are 45 or older and wish to be informed about happenings in the Masters Association contact: Ivan Bruner, 5555 Odana Road, Madison, WI 53719.

FINAl RESULTS

**Men's 45+:**
1st - Fred Letter (NJ)/Jerry Davis (OH); 2nd - Fred Gruber/Don Costleigh (NY); 3rd - Bob Hviastendahl/Mark Wayne (CA); 4th - Dave Matheson/John Rude (OH) OR Fred Batfield (CA), Louie DiCarlo (CA), Bob Shuster (CA).

**Men's 50+:**
1st - Sid Williams/Ace Untalan (WA); 2nd - Joseph Jackman (PA)/Pat Colombo (NY); 3rd - Jerry Stiltman (WI)/Chuck Schafer (IA); 4th - Terry Priester/Ernie Follico (CA).

**Men's 55+:**
1st - Terry Hepner/Tom Moore (CA); 2nd - Steve Nurbin (NY)/Norm Goldetsyk (MN); 3rd - John Mooney (CO)/Pete Dean (CA); 4th - James Keenan/Ellis Whiting (CA).

**Men's 60+:**
1st - Pat Whitehill/Westpahl (CA); 2nd - Al Adiram/Swartz (CA); 3rd - Norm Skanchy/Russell Carruth (UT); 4th - Chuck Martarano (UT)/Ali Rossi (CA).

**Men's 65+:**
1st - Saal Lesser (NY)/Les Skelton (CA); 2nd - Jim Fitzharris/Mic Sans (CA); 3rd - Lake Westpahl/Or/Tony Duarte (CA); 4th - Earl Acuff (VAY)/Luzell Wilde (UT).

FOOTNOTE: Congratulations to Connie and Jon Martin on the birth of their second child, daughter Casey Lee. She arrived on August 28th just after the Masters Tournament held at their Cascade Athletic Club. Casey weighed in at 6 lbs., 8 ozs.
$210,000 National Handicap Racquetball Championship Update

Negotiations are underway to have the 1990 finals nationally televised at the Cen­trum in Massachusetts. The Neilson ratings indicate that over 10 million viewers could be watching as the two finalists compete for the National Championship and the $100,000 top prize.

Applications from players in more than 30 states have already been received and all 16 regions are represented at this early date. The phones at the tournament office are being inundated with calls from all over the country and Canada. The questions range from a simple “What division do I belong in?” or “Could my club sponsor me?” or “How many regions could I play in?” or “Do I really start at +13 and the Pro at -6?”.

Every level of play is represented, although the majority of entries at this point fall into three categories — Men’s C, Men’s 40+ and Women’s B.

For more information, call or write: National Handicap Racquetball Championship, 489 Washington Street, Auburn, MA 01501, 1-800-222-0535.
WE'VE EARNED OUR REPUTATION BY HANGING AROUND IN THE RIGHT PLACES.

It's no wonder Ektelon gloves are worn by more professional and amateur tournament players. Their quality workmanship is unsurpassed. And they're designed for a superior, more natural fit.

With six models to choose from, there's one with just the right grip to help you play at your peak. Every point.

So if you're serious about racquetball, start wearing a serious racquetball glove. From Ektelon. And see what it can do for your reputation.

Ektelon

The Most Recommended Name in Racquetball
A subsidiary of Prince

Performer
Tackified Cabretta Sheepskin

Classic
Cabretta Sheepskin Treated To Stay Soft

All Pro
Naturally Tacky Cabretta Sheepskin

Racquetballer
Durable Synthetic Suede Leather

Challenger
Rugged Calfskin

Ekeldon is the official glove of the
Association Roundup

A.A.R.A.
by Linda Mojer
The 1989 Ektelon/U.S. National Doubles Racquetball Championship will be held at the Burnsville Athletic Club, October 26-29, and is expected to attract over 800 athletes of all ages, making up some 600 age and skill divisions from across the country. This is the last in a five-event series of national championships organized by the American Amateur Racquetball Association (A.A.R.A.) annually.

Winners of the Men’s and Women’s Open divisions will earn year-long appointments to the U.S. National Racquetball Team. Remaining semi-finalists will qualify for participation in the 1990 Olympic Festival. With this event, the A.A.R.A. becomes among the first national governing bodies of Group A Olympic sports to bring a national championship to Minneapolis/St. Paul, the host site of the 1990 Olympic Festival.

Racquetball attained Class A Olympic status in February of this year when it was voted onto the schedule of the 1991 Pan American Games. That upgrade also opened the door to racquetball competition in annual Olympic Festivals, and gave new importance to A.A.R.A. adult national championships which now serve as qualifiers for that event. A field of 100 teams are expected to vie for semifinal finishes in the Men’s and Women’s Open divisions of this event—in order to make the 1990 Festival roster.

Joining winners and alternates from preceding 1989 national championships (High School, Intercollegiate, Adult Singles and Junior Olympic), Men’s and Women’s Open division titlists will become members of the U.S. National Racquetball Team for a term of one-year. During that time, the Team will represent the U.S. in international competitions such as the U.S./Canadian Challenge, the Central American Games, the Tournament of the Americas, the Caribbean Games, and the 1990 World Championships in Caracas next August.

A.C.R.A.
by Neil Shapiro
How To Organize A Practice
In order for an intercollegiate team to compete successfully at any level its members must practice. Setting up a practice for five to 30 players of varying abilities is often difficult for a new coach or team organizer. What follows are some practical hints, not a comprehensive play, for all practice situations.

A schedule for four practices per week:
Monday 3:30-5:00 p.m.; Wednesday 9:30-11:30 p.m.; Friday 3:30-5:30 p.m.; Sunday 2:00-4:00 pm

Typical hour and a half schedule:
3:30-3:45 Coach’s talk:
Elements of hitting a forehand (everyone present on one court)
3:46-4:00 Skill drills [2 people per court]:
drop and hit (5 minutes)
off back wall (5 minutes)
off front wall (5 minutes)
4:01-4:30 Movement/skill drill [2 people] :
Play one-on-one hitting only on forehand side
4:31-4:45 Regular singles play.
4:46-5:00+Fitness work and stretching:
calisthenics (10 minutes)
stair drills (10 minutes)
stretching (5 minutes)

If there are 20 players on a team you need ten courts to make this practice schedule work. If you have less than ten courts available you can work three on a court (eliminating the skill drills) and changing the movement/skill drill to a forehand game of cut-throat. Or you could involve one-third of the players in the fitness work while two-thirds utilize the court, rotating court time and fitness work.

This is only a suggested practice sequence. If you plan to use it or something similar you must take other factors into account; (1) The racquetball season is a long one, running from September through the beginning of April. As a coach or captain you should plan your practices with the idea that there are peaks and valleys in every conditioning program, as well as competitive matches and tourneys to be played. You must couple these needs with the needs of students (exams, projects, special activities), the pressures of fund-raising, and the academic year with its long breaks. (2) On a team of typical racquetball players some will be advanced level players and some will be B, C, or lower. Varying player levels may force adjustments or changes in planned practice activities.

Practices are imperative for successful team performance. Whatever system you devise, be consistent in practice to win in competition.

C.R.A.
by Bill Houdbworth
Pan Am Games
The C.R.A. was extremely pleased to learn from International Racquetball Federation executive director, Luke St. Onge, that racquetball will probably be named a demonstration sport at the 1991 Pan Am Games, scheduled for August in Havana, Cuba.

As a member in the Pan Am Sports Organization and now a "demo" sport for '91 we should have great opportunities for developing racquetball in Canada. The C.R.A. may now have access to Sport Canada funding for additional international events, administration and training of our national team athletes. The C.R.A. may also gain a seat on the board of directors of the Canadian Olympic Association as a Pan Am "A" sport, with full voting privileges. Presently, racquetball is an "E" class sport with no representation at the board level. Although time will tell, it is felt that becoming involved with Pan Am is a giant step forward in Canadian sports circles.

Budget Cuts
Although many people in Canada are caught up in the Ben Johnson inquiry, we must all cope with the latest round of budget cut backs. The C.R.A. was hit with a 7% drop in federal funding. Many other sports were cut back more. With some penny pinching moves, we did not lose any programs but some will be trimmed back and others may be delayed.

Upcoming Meetings
The national team committee will be meeting in Montreal on October 14-15. Chairman is Benoit Turcotte, former technical director of the C.R.A.

The executive committee of the C.R.A. will be meeting in Ottawa on October 20 in combination with the semi-annual meeting of the board of directors which occurs on the 21-22 at the National Sports Center. We welcome new board members Craig Slaney, President and provincial representative of the Newfoundland Association and Barry Oxner, representative from Nova Scotia.

The annual national coaches seminar is scheduled for Toronto on October 27-29. Attending on behalf of racquetball will be national team coaches Ron Pawlowksi of Edmonton, Alberta and Larry Greene of Hull, Quebec.

A coaching workshop will be held November
bining four key elements: the players, sponsors, clubs, and the fans. We have taken those four groups and created a tour run by the players and their Executive Board (a combination proven successful in golf and the new A.T.P. tour in tennis).

The M.P.R.A. Tour Schedule for the 1989-90 season is on page 63. I look forward to seeing all of you at an M.P.R.A. stop near your home or keep up to date with tournament coverage in National Racquetball Magazine. If you have any questions, comments, or want to be placed on the M.P.R.A. mailing list please call Tour Director Hank Marcus at (503) 639-3410. A special thanks to the Westlane Racquet Club; Mort Rothbard and Rob Farrrens for a great event in Stockton to kick off the year.

P.A.R.I.

by Connie Martin

Fall 1989
P.A.R.I. Clinic/Certification Sites
P.A.R.I. trains and certifies instructors of racquetball. The clinic consists of a two-day, ten-hour clinic complete with a 65-page Instructors Manual. You will have one of four P.A.R.I. clinicians — Fran Davis, Connie Martin, Stu Hastings or Dave George conducting this intense two-day clinic. Then participants will take a three-hour written, practical and hitting test.

(continued on page 56)
set up test which will certify them as either a teaching professional, instructor or teacher. At present there are 250 certified members of P.A.R.I. If you are presently an instructor or wish to become one, please contact A.A.R.A.- P.A.R.I. today. The fee is $195.00 per person.

**October 12-13** - Lombard, IL

**October 21-22** - Colma, CA

**October 24-25** (prior to A.A.R.A. National Doubles) - Eden Prairie, MN

**November 18-19** - Lakewood, CO

**December 2-3** - Gresham, OR

**December 2-3** - Sarasota, FL

Please contact Jim Hiser at (719) 635-5396 or at the A.A.R.A.-P.A.R.I. office 815 N. Weber, Suite 203, Colorado Springs, CO 80903, for more information.

**W.P.R.A.**

by Chris Evon

The W.P.R.A. Board of Directors is one of the most energetic, enthusiastic, and motivated groups I know. Anyone who thinks the sport of racquetball is dying should witness the W.P.R.A. Board meeting. Their opinion will change.

At the 1989 National Finals, the general membership voted in a new Board of Directors. Finishing two year terms, myself and Marcy Lynch will remain as president and vice president respectively. Each Board position is a one year term. This season the Board members are: Kaye Kuhfeld, Molly O'Brien, Sue Moretz and Robin Chiloate as secretary.

In July, the Board met in Chicago for a "weekend retreat" of brainstorming ideas and preparing for the 1989-90 season, in addition to setting goals and identifying tasks in order to meet those goals within the next three years. Our priorities are towards the following: Increasing our public relations at each event and our overall visibility, reaching more charities through tournaments and fund raising events, involving more of our general membership in W.P.R.A. functions, and working with a professional firm to secure a tour sponsor.

One of the most significant changes you will see this season is the formation of the W.P.R.A. Triple Crown. Bids will be taken by the W.P.R.A. office from any established tournaments that would like to host one of these prestigious events. Each event will exceed the W.P.R.A.'s minimum purse of $12,000, and will also include a bonus pool. The finals of the Triple Crown will be the National Tournament. The first stop of the W.P.R.A. season was at the What-A-Racket Club in Colma, California. Nestor Fernandez, an avid supporter of women's professional racquetball and an experienced tournament director hosted this event. All proceeds went towards the Special Olympics.

1989 W.P.R.A. Award Recipients

Player of the Year: Caryn McKinney

Steding Cup: Chris Evon

Sportsmanship Award: Sue MacTaggart

Most Improved: Roz Olson

---

**Order Line**

1-800-762-4653

**Information**

904-396-9693

**SHIPPING:**

- $30 - $3.50
- $31-$99 - $4.75
- $100+ - FREE

**2nd DAY AIR ADD** $4.50

---

**E) MARTY HOGAN VIDEO**

One-on-One Lessons with Three Time World Champ VHS Video Cassette

Six Weeks to Power Performance Serving • Returning • Forehand Stroke • Backhand Stroke Shot Selection • Court Strategy $19.95

**C) Court Rat - 100% pre-shrunk cotton • Youths - S,M,L • Adults S,M,L,XL - $9.95**

**D) Hot Shot T-Shirt - $11.99**

Hot Shot Sweatshirt - $19.95

Hot Shot Cotton Cloth - $17 (Available in black or white)

**E) Marty Hogan Video "Power Racquetball**

**F) 14 KT Earrings - Post or Dangleing - $89**

---

**MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

1790 Shadowood Lane, Suite 410A

Jacksonville, Florida 32207
Neumann Award To Marty Hogan
Marty Hogan, six-time U.S. Professional Racquetball Champion and 1989 #1 ranked player, receives the 1989 Neumann Player of the Year Award. Presenting the award is Don Brennan, Vice President of Marketing for the Neumann Tackified Glove Company of Hoboken, New Jersey.

Study Shows 10 Million Racquetball Players
The findings of a recently completed research project conducted by American Sports Data, Inc. indicates more than 10 million Americans played racquetball in 1988. American Sports Data conducted the study of 58 sports and activities, and identified and analyzed general patterns, trends and relationships within these activities.

The important findings for racquetball indicated more than two million frequent participants. Frequent participants were defined as having played 25 times a year or more. The number of new participants grew in 1988 compared to 1987, and frequent participants also showed an increase.

The study includes a great deal of information about the ages of racquetball players, the parts of the country with the highest incidence of participation and also revealed that the "average" racquetball player played 19 days during the year.

The Racquetball Manufacturers Association is making this study available. For more information, to order a copy of the study, or for membership information about the Racquetball Manufacturers Association, contact: Brad Patterson, 200 Castlewood Drive, North Palm Beach, FL 33408; (407) 842-3600.

46 Million Americans Say "We're Ready to Start Exercising!"
Almost 46 million currently sedentary Americans would like to begin a regular exercise program, according to the results of a national study done for International Racquet Sports Association (I.R.S.A.). The study, entitled "The Deconditioned Market," further revealed that 54 million Americans have a low resistance to joining a health club, given the right offer. That's five times the number of persons who currently are members of racquet and fitness clubs.

Low-resistance individuals, indicating that they do not like to exercise alone, have given considerable thought to joining a health club. They feel intimidated by health clubs, however, believing that members are already fit and muscular.

"This belief is a misconception," said John McCarthy, executive director of I.R.S.A. "Ordinary persons of all shapes and sizes belong to health clubs, as I.R.S.A.'s 'Commit to Get Fit' campaign proved to more than 70,000 persons this past May."

"Commit to Get Fit," which began this year, is a public service campaign conducted by the association's member clubs for the purpose of getting more Americans and Canadians involved in regular exercise programs. To this end, more than 700 I.R.S.A. clubs tested the fitness levels of approximately 70,000 persons during May, and gave them free 12-week walking or stationary bike exercise programs.

Have a problem with your subscription?
We'd like to solve it - fast! Please write to:
Circulation Dept.
National Racquetball
P.O. Box 6126
Clearwater, FL 34618

You can help us by attaching your magazine label here, or copy your name and address as it appears on your label. Send this along with your correspondence.

Moving
Just attach the label from this issue and write in your new address below. (Please allow 6-8 weeks).

Your New Address Goes Here

Subscription Rate:
10 issues...$19.97, $31.97 for Canadian or $70.00 for foreign airmail. (U.S. funds only)

Need Faster Service?
Please do yourself and us a favor by writing us. Whether it be an address change or delivery problem, we need your magazine label. These problems are handled more efficiently by mail. However, if you need to reach us quickly, just give us a call at

(813) 736-5616
Circulation Department
National Racquetball Magazine
P.O. Box 6126
Clearwater, FL 34618
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I played tennis for nearly 15 years before making the transition to racquetball several years ago. My reasons for switching were varied and many, but I'm confident the decision to concentrate on racquetball was a good one.

Nonetheless, I believe tennis is a great game, and one that promotes excellent general fitness. As an Open/A tennis player, I maintained my conditioning through long hours of practice. My overall fitness was good enough to prevent me from tiring significantly during long rallies or matches, even in the heat of summer.

Yet Norm Blum, in his "Passing Shots" column (National Racquetball, June), suggests tennis players are somehow less fit than their racquetball cousins. To bolster his contention, Blum provides the example of an arrogant tennis player (most of them do have an appalling lack of respect for racquetball) who gasped for air after just a few minutes on the racquetball court.

The situation Blum recounts is probably quite accurate, but his conclusions regarding the tennis player's fitness are, I believe, incorrect.

When I first began to play racquetball, I could hardly believe what a wonderful aerobic workout I received. One hour on the hardwood seemed to provide the aerobic equivalent of two hours of tennis. I should have been suspicious. A few months later, I noticed I was less exhausted after playing racquetball. I realize the fine aerobic workout of my first days in the sport was largely the result of poor court sense and a lack of proper positioning. I was sticking my nose into creases and corners when I should have been casually waiting for rebound setups.

The point is, improved court sense has substantially decreased the amount of energy I expend on the court. When I first played racquetball, I was exhausted after an hour. I don't think I'm in any better physical condition now than I was when I played tennis, but I no longer become exhausted after an hour of racquetball because I've wised up and learned to economize. In short, it now takes me fewer steps to do the same amount of work.

Perhaps a specific example will prove my point. I have a friend who is an A/B racquetball player. He's in good aerobic shape and often spends hours on the court, lining up two or three matches per session. Yet when I took my racquetball buddy to the tennis courts and we started rallying, he began to suck air almost immediately.

If racquetball is really a superior aerobic game, why did my racquetball friend gasp for air on the tennis court?

The answer, of course, is that tennis and racquetball, although similar in some ways, are decidedly different games. The tennis player is no more at home on the racquetball court than the racquetball player is on the tennis court. Court positioning and knowledge of the games can make a sizable difference in the amount of energy expended on the respective courts.

In fact, I doubt the aerobic conditioning requirements differ significantly between the two games. The exception to that rule is in the novice ranks, where racquetball provides a far better aerobic workout than tennis. This occurs because novice tennis players are not skilled enough to sustain rallies, and must spend the bulk of their court time chasing stray balls. Racquetball beginners, on the other hand, get a good aerobic workout their first time out because they play on an enclosed court, where rallies can be sustained even in the absence of accomplished skill.

If we want to effectively promote racquetball, the best strategy will be to emphasize the positive attributes of our sport. It won't serve any useful purpose to belittle players of other games who become physically extended during their initial racquetball experiences. That kind of thing will not create goodwill toward our sport.

I believe people will be drawn to racquetball in droves once we get the word out that it provides a great aerobic workout regardless of skill level, and that the game's a whole lot of fun besides.
Official Rankings Page

**AAU Official Rankings**

**July 13, 1989**

**Mens Open:**

**Mens 16:**

**Mens 18:**

**Mens 25+:**

**Mens 30+:**

**Mens 35+:**

**Mens 45+:**

**Mens 50+:**

**Womens Open:**

**Womens 16:**

**Womens 18:**

**Womens 25+:**

**Womens 30+:**

**Womens 35+:**

**Womens 45+:**

**Womens 50+:**

**Womens 65+:**

**Official Rankings**

**June 12, 1989**

**Mens Open:**
1. C. McKynney 1828.6
2. T. Bevelock 1033.7
3. M. Coxler 914.3
4. K. Kuhlheid 742.9
5. M. Brien 685.7
6. D. Fischl 591.7
7. Jacky Pariasso 578.6
8. C. Doyle 566.0
9. M. Lynch 492.9
10. S. MacTaggart 309.0
11. C. Mcteiredge 270.0
12. C. Evon 266.7
13. T. C. Ew 266.7
14. R. Whlumiere 260.0
15. S. White 230.0
16. M. Bailey 210.0
17. S. Robson 170.0
18. J. Grimaldi 160.0
19. K. Langlozt 140.0
20. R. Olson 140.0
21. T. Ingram 133.3
22. R. Gobbish 128.6
23. C. Nicholas 120.0
24. R. Chiocato/M. Chin 100.0
Schedule of Events

October 20-22
Atlantic City Championships
Atlantic Health & Racquet Club
1775 Water Place
Atlantic, GA 30033
Mike Brooks 614-922-3000

October 20-22
For Women Only Racquetball Tournament
Charlotte Racquetball & Health Club
5501-77 Center Drive
Charlotte, NC 28210
Debbie Kenne 704-523-5769

October 20-22
Michigan Super Seven #1
Backwall Health & Fitness Club
7200 South 28th East
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
Jim Hiser 313-742-9331

October 20-22
Racquet-Fall Classic
American Family Sports & Fitness Center
5137 N. Backstone
Fremont, CA 94536
Mike Lammons 209-276-8668

October 20-22
Cottonwood State Doubles
Cottonwood Heights
2700 S. Washington St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
Jeff Arrington 503-943-3190

October 20-22
Jack Fulton Open
Menchys State University Sportsplex
630 Emery Street
Memphis, TN 38112
Larry Lies 901-544-2186

October 20-22
Washington State Games
Tacoma, Olympic, Lynn
Sid Williams 206-473-2366

October 20-22
Cros Light Racquetball Swaps
Findley Health & Racquet Club
2129 W. Main Cross
Findlay, OH 45840
614-548-4188

October 20-22
Renember November
Riverview Racquet Club
4001 Pinefield N.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49505
Ken Bonnett/Rock Hall 616-363-7769

October 20-22
State Outdoor 4 Wall Championships
Cottonwood State Doubles
2700 S. Washington St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
Don Perzczak 301-436-5300

October 20-22
Vernal Athletic Club Open
Vernal Athletic Club
P.O. Box 404
Vernal, UT 84078
Sheil Dooley 901-769-5816

October 20-22
Turkey Shoot
Montrose Athletic Club
100 Alaska Road
Montrose, CO 81401
Gary West 703-249-2642

October 20-22
Ballwin Doubles
Ballwin RacquetFitness
Ballwin, MO 63011
Karen Gould 314-391-8087

October 20-22
Atlanta Falcons Fall Classic
Atlanta Falcons Health Club
1-85 Suwanee Road
Suwanee, GA 30074
Marna Lenno 404-946-8977

November 1-12
Diet Pepsi Open
Cross Court Athletic Club
433 W. Cross Street
Woodland, CA 95695
Steve Harris/Tom Wendl 961-666-1319

November 1-12
Fall Tourney
Track & Racquet
2984 Chonewsh Road
Arlon, CA 44312
216-644-0356

November 1-12
Coors Light Racquetball Swaps
Findley Health & Racquet Club
1219 W. Main Cross
Findlay, OH 45840
614-548-4188

November 1-12
10th Annual Kiwanis Club
YMCA in Sarasota
507 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-12
2nd Annual Mountain Madness
Gatlinburg Community Center
P.O. Box 5
Gatlinburg, TN 37738
Sally Worden 815-436-4990

November 1-14
Crem Fitness Open
Gatlinburg Community Center
P.O. Box 5
Gatlinburg, TN 37738
Sally Worden 815-436-4990

November 1-19
Fall Rollout II
Jewish Community Center
St. Louis, MO 63146
Louren Taner 314-436-6165

November 1-19
Sawmill Athletic Club
Spookout Open
311 Hayden Road
Columbus, OH 43205
614-889-7698

November 1-19
O.R.A. State Doubles Championship
Marion Health & Racquet Club
1331 E. Center Street
Merion, OH 43029
614-548-4188

November 1-19
Sports Club Open
Sports Club of Asheville
9 Kenilworth Knoll
Asheville, NC 28805
Colin Wood 704-252-0222

November 1-19
9th Annual Williamsport Open
Williamsport Athletic Club
6401 Leaburn Drive
Knoxville, TN 37919
Vicky King 615-584-6272

November 1-19
5th Annual Williamsport Open
Williamsport Athletic Club
6401 Leaburn Drive
Knoxville, TN 37919
Vicky King 615-584-6272

November 1-19
Rhode Island Singles Classic
American Family Sports & Fitness Center
5137 N. Backstone
Fremont, CA 94536
Mike Lammons 209-276-8668

November 1-19
Michigan Super Seven #2
Sagawau Health & Racquet Club
2777 Shurst Road
Bagniew, MI 49605
Jim Hiser 901-742-9331

November 1-19
10th Annual Kiwanis Club
YMCA in Sarasota
507 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
2nd Annual Mountain Madness
Gatlinburg Community Center
P.O. Box 5
Gatlinburg, TN 37738
Sally Worden 815-436-4990

November 1-19
5th Annual Halloween Shoot-Out
The Club At Woodbridge
585 Main Street
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
Donna Perzczak 201-436-5300

November 1-19
Fall Tourney
Jewish Community Center
St. Louis, MO 63146
Louren Taner 314-436-6165

November 1-19
Crem Fitness Open
Gatlinburg Community Center
P.O. Box 5
Gatlinburg, TN 37738
Sally Worden 815-436-4990

November 1-19
5th Annual First Coast Classic
Racquetpower
3350 Korn Road
Jacksonville, FL 23257
Mary Lyons

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194

November 1-19
Jnr. Gotham Classic
Owen Marketplace
1501 South Euclid Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
Barb Simmons 813-965-8194
Men's Professional Racquetball Association

November Schedule

THE PRO-AM at SKYLINE CLUB
November 29 - December 3
*Saturday Finals
Skyline Club at Crystal City
Arlington, Virginia

Contact: Bob Rollins
(703) 979-9660

For information on the M.P.R.A. Pro Tour or to be added to the M.R.P.A. mailing list please call tour director Hank Marcus at (503) 639-3410.
EKTELEON WINTER CLASSIC

January 18-21, 1990

Location: Racquetball World
Santa Ana, CA

Benefiting: ARK (Advanced Resources for KIDS)

Contact: Jim Carson or Toni Bevelock at
(714) 972-2999
Lynn Adams at (714) 979-6942

Events: Women’s Pro Singles
Men’s & Women’s Amateurs
Schedules of Events

Men's Professional Racquetball Association
1989-90 Tour Schedule

October 18-22
Head Halloween Classic
The Woodfield Racquet Club
Schumberg, IL
Contact: Dave Negrete
(312) 884-0678

November 29-December 3
Skyline Pro-Am
(Saturday finals)
The Skyline Club
Crystal Gateway
Arlington, VA
Contact: Bob Rawlins (703) 979-9660

January 17-21
Harmarville Rehabilitation Open
Pittsburgh Racquet Club
Contact: Dan O'Brien or John Pushak (412) 856-3930

Women's Professional Racquetball Association
1989-90 Tour Schedule

November 4-7
Alaska Athletic Club
Anchorage, AK
Contact: Jay Wristoff (907) 562-2460

December 8-10
Los Angeles Fitness Club
Anaheim, CA
Contact: Lynn Adams (714) 979-6942

February 1-4, 1990
Atlanta Sporting Club
Atlanta, GA
Contact: Caryn McKinney (404) 636-7575

March 1-4
Shawnee-At-Highpoint
Chalfont, PA
Contact: Molly O'Brien (215) 822-1951

AMATEUR RESULTS


Classified Advertising

RATES & INFORMATION: First 20 words $60, each additional word $2.50. Classified display: $80 per column inch, minimum one inch. Deadline: 10th of month two months prior to issue date (i.e., October 10th for December issue). Mail materials together with payment to: National Racquetball Magazine, P.O. Box 6126, Clearwater, FL 34618-6126.

---

EQUIPMENT

over 50% OFF

PENN CABRETTA GLOVES
reg. $12.50 - 3 for $17.50 + $1.00 handling

*BALL MACHINE SALE*

R.P.M.
1107 Rivara Rd., Stockton, CA 95207

FINANCIAL

Let the government finance your new or existing small business. Grants/loans to $500,000 yearly. Free recorded message: 707-449-8600. (LN2)
PLAYING THE BLUES — Here’s a new saying to use when your opponent hits a blistering forehand. “You have a Linda Ronstadt forehand” referring of course to her song “Blue Bayou” — in this case “Blew By You” or “Blue By You”.

HERE COMES THE BRIDE — Court 7, a backwall, sidewall glass court at the Jacksonville Athletic Club, is usually reserved for top matches.

Court 7 maintained its reputation when it played host to the hottest match of the year — a wedding between Susan Morgan and Randy Pfahler.

Al Winter officiated and made only one bad call — when, in his nervousness, he forgot to turn the mike on. The ceremony lasted 10 minutes, and was followed by a reception at the club.

The bride wore an off white elegant, lace gown and carried a traditional bouquet. The groom wore coat tails and bicycle shorts.

And what prompted the couple to hold the ceremony on a court? Susan, who works at the club, figured it was ideal.

“I’m here all the time anyway. Besides, it was always my favorite court.”

SOLD OUT — Racquetball players are known for entering tournaments five minutes before the deadline. It’s not unusual for a tournament to have 40 entrants on a Friday and end up with close to 200 by Monday.

Oregon seems to be the lone exception. “More often than not, people are turned away,” says Julie Birkey, who competes in 14-16 tournaments per year. “The Oregon tournaments average 300 to 400 individuals and it’s not uncommon for 150 people to be signed up the day after the entries are mailed.

“The players receive an excellent shirt, are guaranteed two matches per division and the hospitality is excellent. You receive 10 to 12 drink tickets and there’s food all weekend, often in a buffet style that stays out all day.”

POTPOURRI — Sports dictionary question: What does going for the tuna mean? No, not money. In professional sports it’s the championship cup or trophy the winner raises in the air after winning. Remember that the next time you are in the final...Observations from the recent junior nationals in Indianapolis: Drive serves were so prevalent that players of lesser skills won matches. 

“Players who couldn’t stay with other guys on rallies were winning games on serves,” said junior Aaron Metcalf. One player was ejected from the tournament for unsportsmanlike behavior. Timing wasn’t one of his strengths. He erupted in front of head referee Mike Arnolt. Major complaint — the lodging facility was a 20-minute shuttle from the club. “Why select a club that we can’t walk to from the hotel or have a shorter shuttle ride?” Metcalf asked. Good point. A major selling point of the U.S. Nationals in Houston is the Hyatt Regency’s location — only a two-minute walk from the YMCA...The number of participants remained the same but the good news was there was an increase in the 8-and-under division for both boys and girls...Five-time national champion Mike Yellen on upcoming prospects. “I haven’t seen anyone yet who I can say will definitely be a dominant player on the pro circuit in say two years.”

OLYMPIC FESTIVAL OBSERVATIONS -- Positive observations from racquetball’s involvement in the festival held in August in Oklahoma City. “I was so psyched I wanted to talk to someone,” said National Racquetball Editor Judi Schmidt.

Can’t see how Jack Nolan was allowed to represent the U.S. Team. He allegedly ran a racquetball camp, took the money of at least one participant and then didn’t hold the camp. The worst part of this is that he emphasized his association with the U.S. Team as a selling point...USA Today picked up a note on festival participant Susan Morgan’s upcoming marriage but made it sound like her husband-to-be, Randy Pfahler, was part of the games. Oh, well, why let facts ruin a good story?...Tallest participants, 6’3” Andy Roberts and 5’10” Michelle Gillman. Shortest — Sergio Gonzalez at 5’6” and Chris Evon at 5’2”...

You make the call: Your shoe falls off during the rally and you win the point. Does it count? No. Footwear is required so the point is replayed...Slow courts hurt some of the big hitters. “I thought we arrived too early, but it took me two days to adjust my game. The harder you hit the ball, the better it sets up for your opponent,” said Lance Gillman. The doubles team of Tim Hansen/Sergio Gonzalez might feel they got revenge by defeating Brian Hawkes and Bill Sell who had defeated them in the national doubles. It was a minor triumph. They still need a national title to avenge the bitter loss...

POTPOURRI II — No update yet on status of racquetball’s participation in the Pan American Games in Cuba. With Fidel Castro, who knows what to expect?...Racquetball will be the equivalent of tennis when I receive a press release from a resort announcing that a 13-year-old has decided to train at its facility...In the July/August National Racquetball I was blasted in the letters to the editor section. My wife, Kathy, says once they look at the baby picture above my column, it will calm anyone down. I don’t want that to happen. Rachel and I can handle the heat. W.P.R.A. NOTES — Inquiring minds Dept. — Jim Carson, Lynn Adams’ coach, will tell all about Lynns’ condition in an upcoming letter to the editor...Caryn McKinney’s No. 1 ranking is amazing when you consider that at 25 no one mentioned her as a possible contender. Why? Most athletes peak by 25 and at the time McKinney wasn’t a factor.

Is Marci Drexler stuck with the “All-Talent, Can’t Win” tag?...There will be at least eight tournaments for the W.P.R.A. season.

THINGS I LIKE — Defeating a bragging player who just returned from a racquetball camp and babysitting services at clubs.

THINGS I DISLIKE — Losing to a junior player who was a C level the last time you played him and suddenly has risen to the open ranks, flickering fluorescent lights and having to retrieve a ball when it goes out of the court.
WE DON'T PROMISE YOU'LL OVERCOME YOUR OPPONENT WITH THIS RACQUET. BUT YOU WILL OVERPOWER HIM.

You can't win them all. But when you've got a HEAD racquet in your hand, you can win most of them. Because they're built to give you more power in competitive situations. With features like our unique wide-body and Power Wedge™ design, for harder-hitting performance. Plus ultra-lightweight construction for quick, precise shots in tight spots. And your choice of oversize, super midsize, or midsize hitting surfaces, with a firm or more forgiving flex, for the balance of power and control that makes you most comfortable.

Which is something your opponent undoubtedly won't be. Because when it comes to performance, HEAD racquets have it all over their competition. And when you're playing with one, it's all over for yours.

For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-345-HEAD.

HEAD
It's how you play the game.
Tournament tough Action Eyes have been handling serves for more years than any other eye protection. With their unequalled safety record they have become the choice of both professionals and club players everywhere. Action Eyes meet or exceed the tough impact standards of ASTM and are recognized as official eye protection at all tournaments.

Action Eyes have always been synonymous with comfort and style. And now they’re available in more frame colors than all the other imitators combined.

So, whether you’re a recreational player or on the tournament trail, you can get style, fashion and safety in one great frame.

Ask for Action Eyes at your pro shop or retail store today. Or call Viking Sports at 1-800-535-3300, 1-800-348-3003 in California.